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Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

THE GRAPEVINE
PLAYLIST

Vaginaboys - Feeling

In This Issue

Skrattar - Eina Væna
While “sensitive”
might not be the
first word you’d
associate with
Skrattar, “Eina Væna”
shows the band has
more to offer than
bizarre stage antics.
The tune is somewhat
country-rock, if
country-rock did
stick-and-pokes. HJC

P:12 ICELAND'S LANGUAGE CRISIS
P:16 "SUMMER" IS HERE

P:28 ICELAND DOES L.A. P:40 NU-SPORTSWEAR
P.39 WEIRD KIDS PARTY P:50 SEAWEED BATHS
Godchilla - Sparkling
Void
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When I was a child, my parents taught
me two things about Iceland: one, that
we were once strong Vikings, and
two, that we had no fear. They also
told me that there is something called
the Atlantic Ocean, and it should be
respected and feared, even by the
berserking Vikings. This is a paradox that all Icelanders grow up with,
and it’s the reason we respect Icelandic sailors like we respect our doctors. Because the sea doesn’t always
give—it also takes back without mercy.
For example, my uncle was working on

a fishing ship in his twenties when a
wave grabbed him from the deck, and
pulled him overboard. He was never
found. The sea swallowed him whole.
My father was a sailor for a long time,
and I was always aware of the danger.
≈≈≈≈ ≈≈≈≈ ≈≈≈≈ ≈≈≈≈ ≈≈≈≈ ≈≈≈≈
Most Icelanders have a story
like that to tell. Everybody has
lost something to the ocean.
So imagine our surprise when we heard
about these fearless women who travel
around Iceland and transform these
dangerous waters into a playground

with their surfboards. They’re not only
fearless, but berserking Vikings themselves. Because who would go willingly
into the cold water to tame this dangerous beast? To ride waves that can easily
crush you? For me, it’s the same as riding the fire of a flame-breathing dragon.
And I’m pretty sure that there’s some
kind of metaphor about our society
here. These strong women face the brutal power of the ocean, and although
it spits them out again and again,
they get right back on the board, until that wave has finally been beaten.
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One band you can
definitely trust not
to use AutoTune or
on-trend sparkling
synths is surfsludge-rock project
Godchilla. “Sparkling
Void” is a Melvinsesque slab of riffing
and screaming, and
being heavy and
retro makes it sound
positively fresh in the
current scene. JR

The bemasked, AutoTuned Vaginaboys are
back with another
slice of on-trend R&B
pop. This time, the
heavily AutoTuned
lyrics are set to a
video that features
some masked girls
examining various
dildos whilst making
a fruit salad. Is this
peak sad boy? JR

Draugsól - Bót Eður
Viðsjá Við illu Aðkast
Draugsól’s newest
album ‘Volaða Land’
proves black metal
is alive and well in
Iceland. Vicious, desperate, dissonant,
and violent, ‘Volaða
Land’ is emotionally agonizing in
the best possible
way. “Bót Eður Viðsjá
Við illu Aðkast” is a
standout track. HJC

ICY G & Andsetinn - In
The Clouds With You
AUÐUR - When It’s
Been A While
The “walking around
in Reykjavík” music
video genre got
a new addition
recently from
Iceland’s skinniest
sex-obsessed R&B
crooner AUÐUR, who
takes to the back
alleys to sing about
sexual frustration,
and its resolution, in
sign language. JR

If you’re a fan of
benzo-rap, then “In
The Clouds With You”
is for you. The music
is almost inhumanly
chill—great for
when you want to
daze out but probably not the best for a
pre-game. Have fun,
but be careful not to
depress yourself too
much. HJC

Listen & watch:
gpv.is/play

attractions and tourist
information centres in
the country. You may not
like it, but at least it's not
sponsored (no articles in
the Reykjavík Grapevine are
pay-for articles. The opinions
expressed are the writers’
own, not the advertisers’).
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Using orphan kittens on the reality
show really upped the stakes
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Artist's rendering of a rat, after a year
of acclimatising to Reykjavík culture

The Top Stories

You may think of Iceland as a pure
country devoid of the problems in
the rest of the developed world, but
you, my friend, are wrong. Take
note: rat infestations are on the
rise in Reykjavík. It’s not unusual
for any harbour town to have rats,
but these pests—which chillingly
live in the sewer system and have
been seen entering homes via toilets—are not only breeding like,
well, rats; Icelanders are typically
not insured against damage done
by rats and rat mites. Our advice:
leave the lid on the toilet down
when not in use, and if you see a
tail poking out of the underwater
toilet cave, flush that little bugger.
Empty the tank. You’re welcome.

April 21 - May 4

Words: Paul Fontaine

NEWS IN BRIEF We’ve had a spate
of stories lately involving tourists, and the wacky shenanigans
they get up to. Amongst the most
popular of these stories was that
of a French man who was trapped
in his car for five days, on account of having tried to drive over
a mountain pass and subsequently
getting stuck in the snow. Importantly, he emphasised that all the
weather information was available to him; he simply didn’t read
it. Further east, hundreds of tourists got trapped in Seyðisfjörður
due to inclement weather. In fairness, there are worse places in
which to get trapped than Seyðisfjörður, arguably the most beautiful village in the country.

asked the President, who happened
to be visiting, for a ride home.
The President happily obliged, and
even allowed a selfie beforehand.
All clearly a ploy to make himself
more charming than any Icelandic
president previous. We suspect he
will soon “just happen” to discover
a kitten trapped in a tree that he
then rescues, while someone “just
happens” to take a photo. We’re on
to you, Guðni!

Stubbur is not here to make friends,
Stubbur is here to win

In less gross news, the online
sensation Keeping Up With The
Kattarshians, a livestream of a
bunch of kittens living in a little
cat-sized house, recently got some
new additions: Vanilla, and her
five little kittens. Check out their
stream sometime by searching
“Keeping Up With The Kattarshians” on Facebook if you ever need
to relieve some workday stress.

Iceland's most beloved
Christmas tradition

One of these men is the
President of Iceland

President Guðni Th. Jóhannesson literally cannot stop being endearing. When Rakel Ósk was running late to pick up her son and
his friend from Laugardalslaug
swimming pool, the two boys

SMJÖRFLUGA

You know how the IKEA Christmas goat is always getting set on
fire or being torn down by winds?
Well, three suspects who were
charged with having set it on fire
last year have pled not guilty to
the crime, despite being caught in
the act on CCTV and subsequently
apprehended by the police. Will
this legal battle go all the way to
the Supreme Court? Does the
Christmas Goat have a right to
self-determination? We may never
know, dear readers.

Katla the DJ, not to be confused with
Katla the Volcano

After being virtually silent all
year, Katla the volcano (not
the DJ) reportedly emitted two
strong tremors over 3 on the
Richter scale. This has geologists
worried, but don't panic: right
now there's a 45% chance that the
eruption, when it happens, will
be small, and only a 5% chance it
will be a devastating, apocalyptic blast of Michael Bay proportions. Whew!

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T
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ASK AN…

Expert

Q: “Where did inhaling
while saying “Já” come
from?”
More ha-ha than yarrrr

Gunnar Hrafn illegally downloading
some jokes to the crowd

Still illegal during Easter holidays

Young Pirates
Defy Good Friday
Religious Laws
Beer, stand-up and bingo—not on
the Lord’s Day in Iceland!
Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photos:
Supplied by
the Pirate Party /
Sara Óskarsson
Share this article:
gpv.is/bingo

NEWS Iceland has a national church.
This brings with it certain laws that
many, if not most, Icelanders consider to be a bit outdated. One of
these laws concerns what one may
not do during certain Christian
holidays; for example, it is illegal to
hold “bingo, lotteries, dance concerts and other gatherings” during
the Easter holidays and Christmas.

In defiance of this, the skeptic society
Vantrú has traditionally held bingo
tournaments at Austurvöllur, the public
square in front of Parliament. This year,
the Young Pirates held their own event.
Not to be outdone by Vantrú, who also
participated in the event,
the Young Pirates also offered beer, and encouraged others to bring their
own alcohol as well. This
event was held up at their
headquarters in Síðamula.
The law itself dates
back at least as far as
1926, but received a more
recent update in 1997. In
this version of the law,
plenty of other stuff is banned during
Easter, too. For example, it is actually
illegal to operate a gas station over
Easter holidays, or to have your restaurant or hotel open during this time.
Anyone who ventured out during Eas-

WHAT'S MISSING IN ICELAND

Aspirin In
Stores

ter can attest that the Pirates weren’t
alone in flouting this law, which, we
emphasise, is never actually enforced.
“It’s all well and good to have legally protected holidays,” the Young
Pirates wrote in an announcement of
the event. “There’s nothing wrong with having
one on Easter, but to tell
people that they can’t get
together and have fun on
Good Friday is like saying you can’t eat during
Ramadan. We believe the
time has come to change
Icelandic laws about holidays, let people have fun,
play bingo, and things
o f t h i s n a t u r e o n h o l i d a y s .”
As with years past during Good
Friday bingo blowouts, no arrests
were made for breaking religious law.
As can be seen from the photos, a great time was had by all.

“It is illegal to
hold ‘bingo,
lotteries, dance
concerts and
other gatherings’ during the
Easter holidays”

It’s Sunday, you’re
hungover, and your
head is killing you.
Time to pop down to
the shops and buy
some Paracetamol,
right? Tough luck,
buster! You’re going
to need to find a
pharmacy, and good
luck finding one open
on a Sunday.
Fact is, the only
thing close to
medicine you will ever
found sold in regular
shops in Iceland are
vitamins, and they
don’t really count.

Painkillers are only
sold in pharmacies.
This is due to
Icelandic law, which
classifies painkillers
as medicine, which
only pharmacies are
allowed to sell.
All is not lost,
however. Some
shops sell “hangover
remedies,” albeit with
dubious ingredients.
If all you want are
general painkillers,
there are some
pharmacies open
after hours, including
some that are open
24 hours. They’re just

not really easy to find.
As such, no, you’re
not completely out of
options if you happen
to need a painkiller
outside of business
hours. And you could
always stock up
ahead of time. But
the ability to trundle
down to the corner
store and get some
Bayer is yet another
thing missing in
Iceland. PF

A: What a lot of newcomers to
Iceland may notice, when listening to Icelanders speak with
each other, is that they will
sometimes say “Já” while inhaling. This quirk of speech, known
as the innsog, is done to denote
emphasis of agreement, or to
encourage the speaker to keep
talking.
This is a natural speech pattern to all Icelanders. So natural,
in fact, that Icelanders we spoke
to were frankly surprised to
learn that many foreigners find
this curious. But where did the
innsog come from, exactly?
It turns out: we don’t know.
We asked several Icelandic linguists, specialists in the language and its history who have
spent years studying its every
minutiae, and none of them
knew the origins of innsog or
when it arrived in Iceland. However, we did some digging of our
own, and discovered clues that
gave rise to speculations.
The innsog, it turns out, is
not native to Iceland. It’s known
in linguistics as the “ingressive
sound” and can be found, in fact,
in northern Germany, across
Scandinavia, in parts of Ireland,
and even in the Maritimes of
Canada. Moreover, it is also done
with local variants of “yes” and
done for the same reasons. This
could mean—and we are not anthropologists—that the innsog
migrated across these areas.
However, we have no idea
from whence the innsog came,
nor when it arrived in Iceland.
As such, it may remain a mystery, until such time as a linguist
or anthropologist reading this
shoots us an email to clarify the
matter.

Snæfellsnes
Peninsula
#bustraveliceland
Availability: Daily
Pick up starts: 9:00
Duration: 10 hours
Price: 14.990 ISK

Great experience ★★★★★
I had all of my trip with Bustravel. And
I really enjoyed it. The tour guides are
really lovely and enthusiastic.
reviewed by wenxuli – United Kingdom

Find more day tours
www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+ 354 511 2600

dress code iceland

cintamani_iceland
cintamani.iceland
cintamani.is

bankastræti
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austurhraun
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smáralind
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kringlan
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akureyri
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Readers
Write

Around Iceland in
80 Facebook Groups:

Vegan
Ísland

DIGITAL LIFE
Words
Hannah Jane
Cohen

Share this article:
gpv.is/groups

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

Vegan Ísland was selected for this
issue’s spotlight due to some beautiful drama that went down there only
last week. Drama that will illustrate
better than anything why Iceland’s
Facebook culture is so irresistible.
Sit down. Grab some popcorn (no
butter). Here’s the recap:
First remember that Iceland has
320,000 people and that 120,000 of
those people live in Reykjavík. The Vegan Ísland group contains 15,000, meaning that if a member, say, calls out one
of the only “vegetarian-friendly” restaurants in Iceland, the owner of that
restaurant might also be a member.
Such was the fate for Vigdís Ósk
Howser Hardardóttir—who has given
us permission to use her name—when
she decided to post a rant decrying the
“vegetarian” chain restaurant Gló. For
context, Gló calls itself a vegetarian/
vegan restaurant, but it also has chicken and beef on the menu. The TL;DR of
Vigdís’s post is that Gló used pictures
of chicken in their paid Facebook ads

The face of Icelandic cuisine

Hey Grapevine!

A dramatic reenactment of a more peaceful day in Vegan Iceland

and Vigdís did not want to see images
of what she described as “dissected
corpses slathered in cream sauce” on
her Facebook wall.
Only seven hours later, a representative of Gló responded inviting Vigdís
and other interested parties to visit
their kitchens in order to get a better
idea of how their food was being prepared. Vidgís immediately fired back

that she would go to the kitchens only
if they would take her to the slaughterhouses as well. Then they sort of fought
back and forth for a while.
Anyway, this whole situation made
national Icelandic news with articles
on all major Icelandic news outlets. Yes,
this is a true fact. Facebook is no joke
in Iceland. I mean, hey—you’re reading
this.

LÓABRATORIUM

:þ
The word of the issue this issue is :þ.
Technically, no, this isn’t a word, but
it is a neat emoticon that you can only
make in Icelandic. And emoticons,
like words, are imbued with meaning
that can be at once static and flexible.
Where :P looks goofy and implies the
sender is perhaps a bit ridiculous, with
that tongue lolling off to the side, :þ has
the tongue coming straight from the
centre of the mouth, sending a clear
message of mocking and derision. So
where :P might mistakenly convey the
impression that you’ve just had your
wisdom teeth removed, :þ provides
clarity and precision: yes, you are teasing the recipient. As this is an emoticon you can only make with an Icelandic alphabet, it clearly deserves a place
as this issue’s word of the issue. PF/SP

I visited Iceland last month and
really enjoyed the nature and the
city. But when we ate it seemed like
there were loads of burger joints
like back home—Lebowski and
Chuck Norris, and even a Dunkin’
Donuts! What!? We wanted to try
more Icelandic things like… I don’t
know! Whatever Icelanders eat! In
fact, what do Icelanders eat?
Michael, Michigan
Hi Michael, Michigan
I’m glad to hear you did your research on Icelandic cuisine after
visiting the country. FYI, the
Icelandic diet mainly consists
of protein—you know, sheep’s
head, fermented shark, whale
meat and the like. Most Icelanders will have at least one of these
delicacies for breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. Maybe a midnight
snack too. Also, as I’m sure
you’re aware, the water in Iceland is some of the purest in the
world, and Icelanders drink on
average about seven litres (that’s
almost two gallons, in American-speak) of it every day. Vikings are famous for their very
strong bladders, as there were
no toilet facilities on their ships.
These were barbaric times, Michael, Michigan.
What Icelanders hate is any
food that is loved by the rest
of the world. Burgers? Fries?
Doughnuts? Urgh please. Give
them a steaming sheep’s head
pronto.
Hungrily,
The Grapevine
Send us a letter at
letters@grapevine.is

WHERE WAS IT SHOT?

Die Another Day
Words: Joanna Smith

Everyone’s favourite chauvinist spy,
James Bond (albeit in everyone’s least
favourite reincarnation, Pierce Brosnan), visited everyone’s favourite subArctic island back in 2002. The resulting film had diamonds, Madonna and,
because it’s a James Bond film, a totally incoherent plotline.
After being held as a prisoner in
North Korea for a year, 007 gets invited
to some billionaire’s ice palace in Iceland. Bond is well up for it, and doesn’t
even have PTSD or anything. Has anyone who lives in an “ice palace” (other

than Superman and Queen Elsa) been
anything other than a villain? No. But
James Bond is literally the stupidest
guy ever, so he gets in a super fast car
and heads on over there.
The ice palace scene was filmed at
Jökulsárlón—a large, iceberg-strewn
glacial lagoon in southeast Iceland. If
you go there today, you’ll find no palaces, and no pantomime villains: just
ice. And if you want to drive over it,
you’ll need a Super Jeep, not a sports
car. Because in real life Bond would
have flipped that car, died, and saved
us all 133 minutes.

THIS IS IT 2017
WELCOME

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND

“Great adventure
with the rib. Seeing
so much beautiful
animals”

“Excellent
Rib Boat Trip”

“Big whale speed
boat - AMAZING”

“Best whale
watching
experience from
the Safari tour!”
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Visit The Gentle Giants

up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

“Amazing
customer service”

“Absolutely the best
Whale watching
experience in
Iceland”

“Fantastic
experience,
worth the time
and money”

Akureyri

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

Húsavík

Reykjavík

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
HÚSAVÍK

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Riccoli & Grimaldi's moon map
from 1651

1608: The First
Icelandic Sci-Fi

It seems that every space film
these days, from ‘Prometheus’ to
‘Oblivion’ to ‘Star Wars’, is shot
in Iceland. But fewer know that
this trend began over 400 years
ago, with the German astronomer
Johannes Kepler. Not only is he a
founding father of astronomy, but
he also dabbled in science fiction,
writing a book called ‘Somnium’,
often referred to as ‘Kepler’s
Dream’.
The story, which takes place
within a dream, is about the Icelander Duractus (no doubt as
common a name then as now) and
his mother Fiolxhilde. The mother, who happens to be a witch,
grows tired of Duractos messing
up her brew, and so sells him to a
sailor who is then similarly frustrated by his seasickness. The boy
is put ashore and left with the
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe,
who teaches him to speak properly (i.e. to speak Danish), as well
as about the basics of astronomy.
Duractus returns home to Iceland and his mother, impressed
by his newfound knowledge, decides to introduce him to the daemons she has the power to summon. These creatures describe
travelling to the moon, which
they call the island of Levania.
The trip takes four hours, and
passengers must put wet sponges
in their noses to compensate for
lack of air.
Levania and its inhabitants
are described in detail, but sadly
the protagonist wakes up before
getting there. Still, both Stephen
Hawking and Isaac Asimov rate
this as the first ever sci-fi story.
Take that, Tom Cruise.

Strumming on the
shoulders of giants

Gentle
Icelandic
Giant, Big
Jake, To Be
Memorialised
In Seattle
An Icelandic immigrant in
America, and a part of local legend,
becomes immortalised at last

HISTORY
Words:
Nanna Árnadóttir
Photos:
Varvara Lozenko
Share this:
gpv.is/jake6

Special thanks to Jón Gunnar Þorsteinsson
Words: Valur Gunnarsson

Plans are underway to honour dedicated Seattle police officer and native
Icelander Jakob “Big Jake” Bjarnason, 90
years after his death from
heart failure.
The decision was made
after a number of history
buffs informed the Seattle
Metropolitan Police Museum that Big Jake's grave in
Evergreen Washelli Memorial Park was neglected and
overgrown.
“He emigrated [in his
twenties, during a time] when a lot
of Icelanders were ‘going west,’" said
Friðrik Þór Guðmundsson, an investigative journalist who recently spent
a year in Seattle with family, looking
into Big Jake's story. Friðrik Þór is also
Big Jake's great-grand nephew.

Bun in the Sun
Frakkastígur 16, 101 Reykjavík
www. braudogco.is

Friðrik Þór's research uncovered Big swered; ‘No, no, no, I was so little that
Jake's renown. It turned out he was, at I was ashamed, and moved over here!’”
the time, considered a legend among Friðrik Þór told the Reykjavík GrapeSeattle police. Not
vine.
only did he serve
“A lot was writfor over two deten about him in
cades, from 1903Washington state
1927—a rarity at
and US newspathe time—but his
pers, which I read
funeral was also
through genealoone of the largest
gybank.com,” said
ever held in SeatFriðrik Þór about
tle. Two thousand
his research. “The
Big jake never needed a pistol,
people attended
rest I got from liva club was enough for him.
Big Jake's funeral,
ing people.”
including over a
“The most rehundred policemen and
warding thing about this
the Police Commander, all
[pr o c e s s],” c ont i nu e d
in dress uniform.
Friðri k Þór, “has been
At roughly 223 cm tall
searching for something
(7-foot 4-inches), Big Jake
that's almost vanished,
towered over the residents
but finding it, and being
of the cit y, and his gisurprised and impressed
ant, strong-jawed stature
w ith just about ever ycoupled with his booming
thing he did and stood
voice proved a powerful defor. Seeing item after item
2000 people came to
terrent for the city's troushowing that he was justhis funeral, the tallest
blemakers
ly called ‘a gentle giant.’
man to be buried in
Seattle at the time.
(Big Jake only
All my best investigative
ever carried a
journalism happens outbilly club, saying he didn't side journalism.”
require a pistol).
Big Jake's Memorial and new headBig Jake had to stone ceremony will be held May 10, at
have all his clothes tailor- 11 am at Evergreen Washelli Memorial
made as he was too tall Park, and Friðrik Þór hopes his famto buy anything off the ily in the surrounding area—other
rack—everything down to distant relatives of Big Jake's—will be
his police gloves and even able to join him for it.
his shoes. According to Friðrik Þór,
To learn more about Big Jake, check
Big Jake had a sense of humour about out Friðrik Þór's article in Kultur Maghis size, often joking that his barber azine (check out the link in the online
charged him double for a shave.
version of this article - gpv.is/jake6 ).
“My favourite story might be, when
asked by a Seattleite if he had been
unusually tall in Iceland, Big Jake an-

“At roughly
223cm (7´4"),
he towered
over the residents of the
city.”

A RARE,
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY
Around, on and deep within the
awesome Langjökull ice cap glacier.
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ANALYSIS

Low Wages And
Digital Death:
Icelandic In Crisis
The language faces an existential threat—
and not from foreign loan words
Words: Paul Fontaine

Photos: Art Bicnick

Share this: gpv.is/ice06

In any discussion about Icelandic, Ice- versity of Iceland; one of his main arlanders will invariably contend that their eas of study has been the status of the
language is threatened with extinction. Icelandic language. Eiríkur is amongst
These threats can come from any num- those who believe Icelandic is indeed
ber of speculated sources, from the in- in a vulnerable position, and offers a
creased use of English amongst Icelandic uniquely class-based explanation for
how Icelandic is being threatened.
kids, to foreign films and television,
This explanation is comprised
to increased immigration. But is
of two parts.
Icelandic actually in a vulnerable
F i r s t , yo u n g
position, and if so, where do the
Icelanders are increasingly
threats to it actually come from?
seeing their future outside
We called Statistics Iceland
of Iceland. "Young people
in the hopes of getting some raw
in Iceland don't necessarily
data on the number of Icelandic
see the country as where
speakers in the country, and
Eiríkur Rögnvaldsson
they'll live in the future,”
whether those numbers have
he says. “They look at the
grown or decreased over the
past few years. Amazingly, they have no whole world and they want to go abroad
such data. The number of people born to study and work. They know that Icein Iceland has been increasing—and landic is useless outside of Iceland. So
presumably, with them, the number of maybe they don't think it's that imporIcelandic speakers—but presumptions tant to be that good at Icelandic. So many
young people will say, ‘OK, let's go abroad
are not the same as facts.
to study, and maybe we'll come back, but
maybe not.’ Given the current situation,
Our economy is killing
it's impossible for them to come back.”
Icelandic
At the same time, the Icelandic govWe spoke first with Eiríkur Rögnvalds- ernment is not doing enough to help
son, a professor of Icelandic at the Uni- those moving here. “We are doing a ter-

Freyja Auðunsdóttir - photo by Ólafur Már Svavarsson
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TO SEE WHALES”
Reviewed 10 August 2015
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“...BEING ON THE SMALLER RIB
MEANS YOUR ARE DRAMATICA
CLOSER TO THE ANIMALS..
Reviewed 16 September 2015

rible job of teaching Icelandic to foreigners,” Eiríkur contends. “Not all of the
courses are suited to the learners, and
we should be offering Icelandic classes
during the day, as a part of their jobs.
Many people will come to this country,
get low-paying jobs, and they're stuck
there. We import people to come work
in Iceland, and they don't have the time
to learn Icelandic [on top of working full
time].”
These two combined effects are creating what Eiríkur calls “a low-salary
society,” wherein Iceland is effectively
divided into two classes: low-wage earners who don’t speak the language, and a
professional managerial class of people
who do.

But what about English?
Eiríkur also addressed the oft-repeated
fear that English is taking over. While
he acknowledges English is beginning
to dominate aspects of Icelandic society,
he has its doubts that it is causing any
real damage.
“The biggest threat to the Icelandic
language is not English loan words, or
that some people inflect words differently than before,” he says. “The real
threat is that Icelandic might become
unusable in large areas.”
The large areas in which Icelandic
may become unusable, he cautions, is in
technology. In fact, Eiríkur has spent the
past fifteen years warning that Icelandic
may experience what some linguists
describe as “digital death”: the disappearance of a language from the technological world.

Your RÚV; Not Ours
Author Sigurjón Birgir Sigurðsson, more
popularly known as Sjón, also believes
technology plays a part in threatening

the Icelandic language. However, Sjón
also takes the position that Iceland’s cultural life is too excluding of foreigners, to
the detriment of Icelandic itself.
“I think the majority of the Icelandic
population is, willfully or not, ignoring
this new part of the population,” Sjón
says. “We have a city theatre, we have
a municipal arts museum, and other
cultural institutions run by the city,
yet I think it's only the library that has
made any effort towards the immigrant
community and really opened the doors
to them. And then there's the national
broadcasters, RÚV. There are no programmes on RÚV for the immigrant
community.”
At the heart of this, Sjón believes, is a
paradox: on the one hand, Icelandic is a
special and wonderful language; on the
other hand, the government does nothing to preserve it.
“It's been very strange for someone
like myself, who's been involved in Icelandic culture for nearly 40 years now, to
experience this paradox,” he says. “We've
had one Cultural Minister after another
who've been completely blind to the reality: up to 13% of the population is from
elsewhere. If these Cultural Ministers
and public figures really care about the
Icelandic language, then they should
really put an effort into doing whatever
this host country of immigrants can do
to open up the language for them.”

Those who teach it
Freyja Auðunsdóttir teaches Icelandic
at Flensborg secondary school in Hafnarfjörður. Despite all the talk about
how Icelandic is under threat, she remains optimistic. “The technical world
is, more or less, all in English, and that
does present some kind of danger as the
world gets ever smaller,” she says. “But I
still think we can be a bit relaxed about

“13% of the
population is
from elsewhere…
there are no
programmes
on RÚV for the
immigrant
community.”

Sjón

this, as long as we're using Icelandic.
These two things can exist side by side.
We have rappers, and stand-up comics,
musicians writing their material in Icelandic. And that's before we talk about
television and movies in Icelandic, and
there have never been as many books
published in Icelandic as there are now.”
At the same time, Freyja also takes a
decidedly descriptivist approach to why
she believes Icelandic will ultimately
survive. “My students often times will
use Icelandic words that I don't know,”

Freyja tells us. “It could be some form
of slang or loan words, but that is a big
part of language. Language is a living
thing. It's a creature that we can't control. Some words are born, others fade
away. So when we talk about ‘protecting
the language,’ I don't think that should
mean locking the language up in a museum and letting it collect dust in a glass
box. I'd actually be more worried if Icelandic never changed. We protect Icelandic by using Icelandic. That's how it
survives, and we've survived a lot.”

“Language
is a living
thing. It's
a creature
that we
can't control.”
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stuff, worked two to three jobs,
and saved to buy his first home.”
“By saving severely, working hard, and
assistance from family members, they
were able to buy their first apartment.”
“Jóra’s parents were moving out of
their home in Grindavík, and so
they decided to make the apartment
ready for Jóra and Arnar to move in.”

Even when the on-screen graphics came perilously
close to his eyes, young Marteinn never gave up.

Don’t Give Up!
It Is Possible!

Íslandsbanki’s tone-deaf housing loan campaign
Words: Paul Fontaine
Photo: Íslandsbanki

OPINION Last Monday, Icelanders woke up to find that the front
page of the newspaper Fréttablaðið was now a full page ad.
This was not unusual in itself, but
the ad’s purpose ended up kicking off a veritable cyclone of rage.
The ad was a part of a new campaign from Íslandsbanki called
“It is possible.” This campaign is
aimed at young people—university students and the newly graduated—who are encouraged to
take out a housing loan and buy
their first apartment. For sure,
banks are in the business of getting people to take out loans and,
as an increasing number of young
Icelanders are opting to leave the

country, the campaign is understandable on some levels. But the
approach inspired so much rage
not just because it was so detached from what reality is like
for the average young Icelander,
but because the campaign itself
also undermined its own point.
Vísir, the news website sibling
of Fréttablaðið, devoted an entire
section of their site to testimonials from young Icelanders who
had managed to buy their first
apartment. Here are some direct
quotes from these testimonials:
“Heiðar Austmann bought his
f irst apar tment at the age of
23 with help f rom his father.”
“He moved home to his mom, put
money aside, sold unnecessary

And so forth. As such, the campaign
could have more accurately been
called “It is possible if your family
gives you money or literally hands
over an apartment somewhere in
the countryside.” Íslandsbanki was
effectively not saying that it is possible for the newly graduated—almost all of them earning workingclass wages and with student loans
already to pay off—to buy an apartment on their income alone; the
bank was confirming what Icelanders already know: you simply can’t
buy an apartment without outside
help or sheer luck on your side.
The fact is, a recent financial assessment from Arion Bank recently concluded that even the rental
market is severely constricted right
now. Anywhere from 50% to 75%
of available housing in Reykjavík
is currently swallowed up by Airbnb. The average rent in the capital
area has climbed by 11.5% in just
the past 12 months alone. In short,
renting in the greater Reykjavík
area is already difficult, and only
becoming more so. Buying real
estate is, for most young Icelanders, completely out of the question.
While Icelanders raged about
this campaign across social media,
others have argued that technically
speaking, it is possible to buy your
first apartment. And they’re right.
Technically speaking, it is possible to buy your first apartment.
Just as, technically speaking, it’s
possible to train to be an astronaut. This doesn’t mean it’s going
to be a reality for most, or even
many, of Iceland’s young people.

Not the kind of place for
rounds of shots

Hótel Holt’s Bar

1965 is alive and well under the watchful
eye of Kjarval’s drawings
Words: Paul Fontaine
Share this article: gpv.is/tc06

TIME CAPSULE Hótel Holt, built in
1965, has changed little over the
decades. You can feel it the moment
you walk into the lobby, with its lowslung ceilings, warm polished wood
walls and tiled floors. But if you want
to get real retro, you need to go to
the back-room bar.

The first thing you will notice
is the plush burgundy carpeting, which feels like walking on
Tony Bennett’s voice. The walls
are positively covered with quicksketch portraits from famed Icelandic artist Kjarval. Many of
these sketches, drawn on packing paper back when Kjarval was
a young unknown, were donated
by the artist to the hotel’s origi-

nal owner. The chairs are leather
with suede sides. In fact, the only
indication that you aren’t in 1965
are the JPL speakers tucked discreetly into the corners of the ceiling, and the wifi router hidden
under one of the tables. This is
not a bar to go to do shots of Ópal
and pound pints of Víking. This
is where you go to sip a Tom Collins and discuss postmodernism.
In a city where the bars increasingly focus on volume of sales
over quality of atmosphere, the
bar at Hótel Holt is more than
a time capsule; it’s an oasis of
class in a sea of green cans.
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Summer, schmummer. We don't like sun anyway.

The First Day Of
Summer Is Here
Or didn't you notice?

Words: Nanna Arnadottir
Photo: Art Bicnick

NEWS Much like the economy and
religion, the arbitrary First Day of
Summer celebrated in Iceland is
one part optimism and three parts
resigned acceptance.

We all come together and agree that
April 20 is the first day of summer,
despite what reality might prove
to the contrary. For many Icelanders, it's also a day that carries with
it the smell of sweet nostalgia.
According to folksy Icelandic wisdom, if the first day of
summer is especially cold, then
winter and summer have "frozen together." Apparently this
is seen as a sign of a warm summer to come, but we Icelanders have been burned too many
times now to fall for that old tale.
So what does the first day of
summer mean to us now? The
Grapevine asked a few locals for
their thoughts:

summer meant the excitement of
hearing the Summer Parade shuffling down my street with a brass
band and the local scouts holding the national flag and jumping outside to join them. So in my
memory it was always sunny and
warm on the first day of summer
and lots of fun and games.
The reality is, however, that
the first day of summer is basically celebrated during winter
here in Iceland. It's not like we
are in denial about that but it is a
very strange date to pick for this
particular day. It is even a stretch
calling it the first day of spring.

hoops or a brown brennibolti. The
brennibolti balls were always the
best. Back then there weren't, you
know, Happy Meals and little plastic toys everywhere like these days.
It was a real novelty to get a gift,
even if you couldn't use it for many
months because of bad weather.
With my kids now, on the first
day of summer, since they've got so
many toys already all they ask for
is quality time with me instead!

Matthias Arni Ingimarsson

For me, the first day of summer
means at least one more day of
snow.

Ingveldur Lára Þórðardóttir

Kolbrún Kristín Karlsdóttir

The first day of summer for me is
when my mentality gets a fix after
the long dark months of winter. By
this time the winter should be behind us—in theory—and my mentality shifts to looking forward to
the bright summer nights ahead.
Also, the first day of summer is
about planning summer gifts, like
am I going get my daughter a summery gift like a ball or summer hat
or something like that? That sort
of thing.

Árni Leósson

When I was a kid, the first day of

First day of summer for me will
always be connected to a smell
and that smell is connected to my
childhood. It's the smell of a brand
new brown “brennibolti.” It's a ball
used to play brennó, an Icelandic
version of dodgeball.
My siblings and I always got
summer gifts on the first day of
summer, be it snowing or not,
and usually the gifts would force
us to go out and play. It was pretty
much a given that one of us would
get that brown little ball that had
that dry rubbery smell of summer.
They had these crevices in them
that made them perfect for colouring and decorating. You made
your own personal artwork out of
your ball. I loved those balls. Hated
the game, but loved those balls.

Katrín Þ. Hjorth Þórðardóttir

The first day of summer was almost the best day of every year
growing up. We'd get a gift, usually
an outdoor toy like a skip rope, hula

Inga Rós Antoníusdóttir

Considering that the first day of
summer often goes hand in hand
with snow or sleet, I definitely
don't connect it to a real summer
in any way. As a kid I remember
getting summer gifts, usually a
new summer outfit or an outdoor
toy to play with. The neighbourhood would be filled with kids in
T-shirts and denim jackets, jumping rope and playing ball with their
lips turned blue in the freezing cold.
It's quite amazing that a whole
nation can be tricked into believing that the seasons have changed
because of a date marked on the
calendar. Now, as a parent myself,
I buy my kids small gifts, tokens of
summer, to celebrate a long, fun
tradition. But I still yell at them
when they go out the door to remember their jackets. After all, it's
still winter.
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FEATURE

Making
Waves

Braving the sea with
a crazy Arctic surf gang
Words:
Joanna Smith
Photos:
Varvara Lozenko &
Timothée Lambrecq

“I HAD TO CONTROL MY FEAR—TO SUPPRESS IT.
BECAUSE IF YOU’RE AFRAID OUT THERE, YOU’RE SCREWED.
IF YOU PANIC, YOU’RE JUST DEAD.”
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Hovering precariously at the edge of the
incoming tide, surfboard tucked under
my arm, I watch as the grey waves crash
over one another. The devouring, foaming, monstrous water that I’m about
to plunge into is terrifying. Rut Sigurðardóttir, one of my surf buddies for
the day, calls to me over the thundering
waves: “Whatever you do, don’t panic!”
Almost paralysed by fear, I can only nod.
I trot along behind her, into the rough
seas, looking longingly back to the safety of the shore and, as instructed, trying
my hardest not to panic.
Surfing originated in the Polynesian islands, and most famously, Hawaii—like Iceland, a volcanic, blacksand island, isolated in the middle
of the ocean, albeit a much warmer
one. Through popular culture and
people’s insatiable lust for adrenaline,
this sport has ridden the waves from
California to Australia, Bali and now,
apparently, to Iceland. The surf scene
in Iceland is small, but enthusiastic—
there are no half-hearted, fair-weather
surfers here, perhaps because the island itself has very little fair weather.
This isn’t the sort of place where you
can just rock up to a beach and give it a
go. You have to be patient; to watch the
surf reports and the weather forecasts,
and to spend half an hour trying to
prise a damp, inch-thick wetsuit over
your thighs. It’s hard graft.

SISTERHOOD OF
SURFING
Rut, along with her surfing friends,
Elín Kristjánsdóttir and Maríanna
Þórðardóttir, is part of an even smaller group of female surfers who are
willing to put in the work to tame
Iceland’s violent waters. “It’s a close
community,” says Maríanna, “because
there are so few of us.” This becomes
obvious when you see them surf together—there’s a real sense of sisterhood. These aren’t a bunch of surfer
bros showing off with their sweet-ass
bitchin’ tricks—these women respect
the ocean, look out for one another,

and cheer each other when they catch
a particularly good wave.
In Iceland, like most other places
in the world, surfing is a male-dominated sport—something that Elín and
Maríanna find difficult to understand.
“I think it’s just not in our nature to
go surfing here,” says Maríanna. “It’s
something you have to develop on your
own. Surfing isn’t in our environment.
We’re not familiar with it, so we have
to go out and get it. Maybe there just
aren’t as many girls willing to do that.
Perhaps the boys are just more adrenaline seekers, or danger seekers, and
girls are less into the danger.”
Elín, too, blames Iceland’s harsh
conditions for the lack of women interested in surfing. “Many women
don’t realise it’s possible,” she explains. “They’re turned off by the cold.
If more women knew it was possible,
there would be more women involved,
I’m sure.”

THE SUB-ARCTIC
FREEZE
I am one of those women. I am not
just turned off by the idea of the cold,
I am terrified of it. I mean, I’m pretty
sure someone could set me on fire and
I’d still need to pop a cardigan on, so
I’m certain this sub-Arctic ocean will
freeze me solid. When Rut assures me
that my wetsuit will keep me warm, I
assume it’s her Viking blood talking.
But, to my delighted surprise, she’s
right. I walk slowly into the ocean,
Elín Kristjánsdóttir with
her colourful board

wincing slightly as I wait for that
breathtaking chill to hit me, but it
simply… doesn’t.
Maríanna explains how much surfing equipment has improved in the
past decades, “When I first started
out, my mum had this wetsuit from
when she was twenty,” she says. “I borrowed it and went into the ocean and
I was freezing. I was only out there
for a minute, and just thought: ‘Oh
shit, I can’t do it!’” Although the thick
wetsuit makes me feel more neoprene
than human, it does the job, and I’m
grateful.
I wonder out loud if people are surprised when they find out that these
women surf, keen to discover whether
they experience discriminatory or
sexist attitudes with regards to their
status as “female surfer.” “Well, mostly people are just surprised I surf in
Iceland, of all places,” says Rut. “Then
they’re surprised because I’m a blonde
woman with three kids.”
“When I am with my boyfriend at
the airport with my board, all the staff
assume it’s his board,” says Maríanna.
“I have to correct them.” But it washes
right over her. “That’s just how people
see it,” she says. Admittedly, though,
people with these attitudes seem few
and far between. As Elín puts it: “People usually react because I’m a surfer
in Iceland, not because I’m a woman.”

SAME JOY, DIFFERENT
WAVES
It’s a good point. This blisteringly cold,
ferocious water is a surprising home to
a sport associated with bikinis, beach
parties, coral reefs, and the warmth
of the Pacific. Both Elín and Maríanna
have surfed in these more tropical climates, from Bali to Ecuador, to Australia and the Canary Islands. But how
does it compare?
“The quality of the waves [in Iceland] is pretty good,” says Marianna.
“You always get the same joy out of it,
just in a different way.” The harshness
of Iceland’s climate limits the number of people willing to learn to surf,
so for those that stick at it, there is a
real sense of accomplishment. “It’s
less crowded here,” she says. “It’s more
authentic somehow, because it’s not as
available to everyone. It’s more special.
Anyone can learn to surf in Bali, but in
Iceland you have to really work for it.”

Rut Sigurðardóttir is all
smiles after a morning's surf

THE DANGERS OF
ICELAND’S OCEAN
Iceland’s water is like nothing I’ve ever
experienced before. I consider myself
a strong swimmer; I have swum happily in many an ocean, lake or river,
and always felt in my element amongst
the waves. But this water is something
else entirely. This water is alive, and
it’s a monster. It could swallow you
up, spit you out, choke you, drag you.
It’s cruel and unrelenting. I’m baffled
that anyone would choose to go in this
water, no gun to their head, no hefty
payment, no reason other than the fun
of it.
When I ask about the real dangers
of Iceland’s ocean, Marianna recalls
a time when she and a friend found
themselves pulled out into an unpredictable, angry sea by a riptide. “All
of the sudden we were so far from the
shore,” she says. “We didn’t realise we
were going with the rip. It was super
fast. Then we hit these huge waves,
and they didn’t throw us towards the
shore, they threw us straight down.
Every time we got back up to breathe,
we could take maybe two paddles, and
then the next wave came and threw us.
And it was like that for, I don’t know
how long, but it seemed like forever!
At that point I thought: ‘Shit, we’re not
going to get to shore.’ I was so scared,
but still having to control my fear—to
suppress it. Because if you’re afraid
out there, you’re screwed. If you panic,
you’re just dead.”
Of course, in a sport like surfing,
you need that fear and adrenaline
to push your limits and help you improve. But too much of it can create,
quite literally, a sink or swim situation. If panic sets in, your thoughts become illogical; you forget to time your
breathing with the waves, and waste
your energy. Do that for too long, and
you’re in real danger.
I find myself floundering out at sea.
I look back to the shore and wonder
how it got so small, and how I have gotten so small next to these impossibly
tall waves. My breathing becomes fast,
and for a moment I forget that I’m attached to a large flotation device. With
my board trailing behind me, I try to
swim back to shore, going nowhere.
Waves crash down on me and my
breathing becomes quicker. “I’m panicking,” I think—the one thing that
Rut told me not to do. I force myself to
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Maríanna Þórðardóttir paddling out to sea

calm down, which perhaps takes even
more effort than swimming against
the current. I untangle the cord that
has become wrapped around my legs,
grab my board, and cling to it. I steady
my breath, and slowly make my way
back to shore. All this happened in
about ten seconds. But it was ten seconds you couldn’t pay me to repeat.

get stronger,” she explains, “so I can
paddle harder, go for longer, and be
faster.” Rut’s love of surfing is palpable. After describing the many reasons
she enjoys it she simply smiles at me,
shrugs, and says: “It just makes me feel
amazing. Like Superwoman.”

BEING FEARLESS

Clinging to my board, spluttering on
seawater, and mildly hyperventilating, I certainly don’t feel like Superwoman. I sit in the shallows and watch
in awe as Rut and Elín zoom past me.
They take the ocean’s ferocity in their
stride. They embrace the waves, and it
is mesmerising. They make the waves
seem like their friends; they move with
the water, with grace and ferocity.
For Maríanna, surfing cultivates a
closer affinity to nature itself. “It’s really hard to describe it,” she says. “It
gives me this feeling of connection to
everything—to the ocean, the air and
the nature. How nature works, and the
forces around you. It’s calming, but it
also gives you the adrenaline that you
crave so much.”
The language the girls use to describe their experiences and their love
of surfing is very different from the
stereotypical blasé surfer lingo. They
speak less of their own skills, and
more about the ocean itself. There is
a seriousness to the way they speak,
and a certain level of humility. The clichéd, bombastic, macho descriptions of
surfing are nowhere to be heard when
talking to these women. In fact, they
often attribute any skill they have to the
ocean. “When there’s good conditions
and a good wave, I feel a lot of gratitude,
and I feel thankful,” says Elín. “I feel
like, in that moment, I can’t get closer to
nature. The ocean is unpredictable, but
when you train and practice and keep at
it, it gives you a lot.”
This refreshing mindset is interesting to me, and I wonder whether
it’s a result of gender. Perhaps women
allow themselves to be more in touch

I ask Maríanna how she got out of
her—decidedly
stickier—situation.
“Well, there was a big wave and we
both caught it, but my surfing partner
fell off,” she says. “I was hanging onto
my board so tightly, thinking: ‘Should
I drop out of this wave and stay with
him, or should I just go to shore? If it
were me in that position, I wouldn’t
want to be out there alone. But if I go
to shore at least I can call someone.’”
She laughs, guiltily. “I was really
selfish, and went to shore,” she continues. “I couldn’t see him anymore, and
it was like that for quite a while. But
then finally I saw his head, and he was
on his way in. And it was okay.” Perhaps the most astonishing thing about
Maríanna’s story is that once she and
her friend found their way back to
safety, they didn’t call it a day: they
headed back out to a slightly calmer
spot. If that isn’t fearless, I don’t know
what is.
Surfing is an exercise in mental
strength. The ability Maríanna has
to prevent herself from panicking in
what could be a life-threatening situation is truly remarkable. Perhaps when
you’re surrounded by the strength
of the ocean, you have no choice but
to match that strength. As Rut puts
it: “An afternoon of surfing is like
months of therapy.”
Rut has only been surfing since
the winter, but she goes whenever she
can. Her newfound love of the sport
has pushed her to improve herself,
both mentally and physically. “This
is the first time I’ve felt the need to

NATURE’S SPORT

with the emotional, natural side of
the sport than your typical surfer bro.
I ask Maríanna whether she considers women inherently closer to nature. She thinks for a second and then
shakes her head. “I think [men] feel it
as much as we do,” she says. “Perhaps
the people just describe it differently.”
Indeed, I think the main reason
their language and descriptions of
surfing revolve so much around nature is precisely because of the power
of the nature that surrounds them.
Iceland’s ocean is unpredictable,
harsh, and commands respect. The seriousness and humility these women
show is born out of this.

NO UPPER-BODY
STRENGTH
But, of course, it can be fun too. Sitting
in the shallows and watching the girls
tear up the waves, I feel equally inspired, traumatised and down-hearted. Rut sees me, and runs over, shouting: “Come back out!” I look warily out
to the waves. “Let’s try these small
waves,” she smiles. With an utmost
feeling of dread, I agree, and we wade
out a little further where the waves
have power—just not the trying-tokill-you sort of power. My feet can still
touch the black sand of the ocean floor,
and I feel safe. Rut teaches me when to
lie on my board, when to paddle and
when—in theory, at least—to stand
up. Despite my depressing discovery
that I have no upper-body strength
whatsoever, I start to understand the
joy of it. Whilst lying on my board attempting to stand, I feel the wave carrying me, and it doesn’t feel like an
enemy anymore. It doesn’t feel like an
angry monster trying to swallow me
up, but a friendly hand lifting me and
guiding me along.
Driving back to Reykjavík, I’m exhausted. I relish the warmth and
safety of the car and the predictable
straight road, feeling relieved, but also

energetic and happy. The sea gives you
something that you can’t really get
anywhere else. It makes you feel small
next to its immense power - but, when
it’s going well, it also makes you feel
special and chosen, like the ocean itself has allowed you passage.
The brutal conditions mean that
surfing in Iceland is not for the fainthearted, or the timid, or those scared
of cold water, or those with little to no
arm strength. But if, like me, you happen to be literally all of these things,
you should still give it a go. You might
surprise yourself. Iceland’s sea can
be cruel and dangerous, but for those
crazy enough to ride its waves, it’s a
playground: an exhilarating, inspiring, empowering playground.

Learning how to surf with
the pros

BOOK HERE

Get ready to visit
Iceland’s most
popular attractions

THE
GOLDEN
CIRCLE
Over 10 different combination tours available!

AH12 Golden Circle Classic
daily at 08:30, 09:30 and 10:30
AH11 Golden Circle Express
daily at 11:00 and 13:00

Contact information:

Tel. +354 540 1313 | iceland@grayline.is | grayline.is

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Can’t catch the Northern Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you!

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

360° VIRTUAL REALITY

TIME-LAPSE MOVIE THEATER

Maritime
museum
CCP
Icelandair
Hótel Marina

Aurora
Reykjavík

The old
harbour
Harpa
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
flea market

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Open daily 09:00 - 21:00

10%
OFF
with this voucher
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in Iceland!
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The Death Of Party
In The Company of Men Final Show
April 22, 22:00, Gaukurinn, 1.500 ISK

For years, In The Company of Men
(ITCOM) have captivated Reykjavík hardcore fans with their
unique brand of mathcore-prog.
Unfortunately—like cake and
your last relationship—all good
things must come to an end. To
celebrate their crowd-killing legacy, the band is throwing a good
ole’ banger at Gaukurinn. Joined
by Great Grief (which features
many former members of ITCOM),
and Milkhouse, they will bring the
house down in a sweaty night of
mosh-pit fun. HJC

Life Is A Cabaret, Old Chum
Reykjavík Cabaret
April 26, 27, 28, 20:30 		
Græna Herbergið, 4.500 ISK

Do you like scantily clad women
mixed with a perfect combination
of feathers, sparkles, humour and
music? Of course! If that wasn’t
enough, Hallveig Rúnarsdóttir,
awarded Singer of the Year at the
2013 Icelandic Music Awards, will
be showing off her pipes. Expect
a night of indulgence, pleasure
and the utmost fun. You must be
20 years old to attend. Tickets are
limited, so get yours ASAP. JS

The Witching Hour

Femininity and magic in Wiola Ujazdowska’s art
CULTURE
NEWS

Words:
Gabriel
Dunsmith
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Tiny glass vials filled with saliva, nail
clippings, eyelashes and menstrual
blood hung from a wall in Kaffibarinn this past week, not as a sacrificial
offering, but as touchstones for the
husks our own bodies leave behind.
“I am always repeating that I am a
woman,” says Wiola Ujazdowska, the
artist behind the installation. Her
piece addresses cultural pressures
women face to feel attractive, to present themselves as objects of desire. “I
was drawn to the idea of something
rejected from the body—nails or hair
or eyelashes,” she says. “We are aware
of these things on the body, but then
they become disgusting when they’re
outside the body.” The vials recall the
votives in Catholic churches Wiola saw
during her childhood—consecrated,
mysterious objects that connect the

beholder to a deeper self.
T houg h her ex h ibit, ‘R it ua l s,
Sweethearts and More’, lasted all of
five days—opening on Easter Sunday
and closing on 20 April—it stands out
a powerful testimonial to feminine
energy, physicality and human sexuality. Using a diverse array of visual
media, Wiola transformed the popular
downtown bar into a sanctuary which
renders the grotesque sacred.
One painting, entitled “Not Her,”
shows an array of self-portraits, each
one more faded than the last, as if the
artist’s notion of selfhood is dissolving gradually. Wiola, who is from Poland but lives in Iceland, regularly contemplates her otherness—as a woman,
an artist and an immigrant. For her,
otherness is a stigma as well as a privilege, offering insights into the world

that can only be glimpsed from the
periphery. She stands on the edge of
things, toying with the boundaries between life and death, form and formlessness. It is perhaps for this reason
that Wiola associates so strongly with
the idea of the witch—or “wiedźma”
in Polish, which literally means “wise
woman.” She often casts herself as a
wiedźma in her work, subverting the
notion of a witch as a malignant sorceress. Instead, the witch thrives in
the unknown, in the suppleness and
mutability of the world.
“When I’m creating, I have a weird
feeling that I belong in a different reality,” says Wiola. “I’m in a trance, in a
way; there’s something magical in it. I
can’t explain the process of creation.”
She describes all of her work as
minimalist. Her paintings depict
bare, basic shapes. One piece is simply a framed clump of hair. In another
piece, she has taken a Baroque portrait
of a girl holding a calf and glued golden
fabric over the animal.
“My rituals are about redeveloping and researching my own subconscious, my own memory,” says Wiola.
“I’m drawn to the void and the fear of
death. I’ve lost people in my life, and
I’m trying to understand it.”

SHARE: gpv.is/cul06

Straumur
NEW
MUSIC

From Vienna to Reykjavík

Mountains
Between Mountains

Bruch and Brahms: Iceland
Symphony Orchestra
April 27, 19:30, Harpa, 		
2.500 - 7.200 ISK

On April 27th, the Icelandic Symphony Orchestra, along with Russian violinist Boris Belkin, presents a concert program featuring
Johannes Brahms’s fourth and
final symphony. If you’re unfamiliar with the composition, just
know that at the work’s premiere,
Eduard Hanslick, one of the pageturners, said, "For the whole [first]
movement I had the feeling that I
was being given a beating by two
incredibly intelligent people." If
this sounds like something you
want to experience, make your
way to Harpa. HJC

Words:
Óli Dóri &
Davíð Roach
Straumur,
Iceland's
premier indie
music radio
show, airs on
X977, Mon. at
23:00. Daily
music news
in Icelandic at
straum.is

Músíktilraunir, the annual Icelandic
Battle of the Bands, was held a couple
of weeks ago. The winning band was
Between Mountains, an impressive
duo comprising two young girls from
the Westfjords, Katla Vigdís Vernharðsdóttir (16 years old) and and Ásrós Helga Guðmundsdóttir (14). They
get their name because they’re from
different fjords, so there’s a mountain between them and more on either side. They played keyboards and
xylophone, exhibiting songwriting
skills way beyond their years. Both
have beautiful singing voices that
harmonise in their crafty, melodic
songs. Think twee indie bands like
Belle and Sebastian mixed with the
girly irreverence of Moldy Peaches.

The Músíktilraunir competition
has for the past two decades been very
relevant in the Icelandic scene, with
its winners or finalists often becoming Iceland’s most valuable musical
exports. Samaris won in 2011, with
the singer Jófríður Ákadóttir having
started out in Músíktilraunir in 2009,
with her twin sister, in the indie-folk
duo Pascal Pinon. Of Monsters and
Men won the competition in 2010,
and went on to tour the world. Even
Jónsi from Sigur rós was in a band
called Bee Spiders that landed the
title “most promising band” in the
Músíktilraunir of 1995. And that’s not
even mentioning bands like Maus,
Botnleðja, Mínus, Mammút and Jakobínarína, who defined a decade

of Icelandic music. So in light of all
this, we expect great things from
Between Mountains in the future.
In recent columns we’ve talked
about the experimental pop duo
Andy Svarthol, who should be getting way more love than they’re currently getting. Their latest song,
“Tímafrekja” (“Time-pushiness”) is
quite epic—more of a journey than a
banger. It starts out with gentle synth
pads and treated guitars in the vein
of dream pop virtuosos Galaxie 500.
Around the three-minute mark it really leaves the ground with magnificent choir synths that escalate the
song into balls-trippin’ outer space
excellence. We’re really looking forward for a full LP from those guys.

Culture Feature

amiina perform inside an
installation by Shoplifter

Kalifornía Dreaming
Icelandic musicians take on LA at
the Reykjavík Festival

Words: Eli Petzold

Photos: Craig T. Mathew / Mathew Imaging

“Welcome to Iceland. Don’t like the
weather? Wait fifteen minutes.”
So goes the clichéd joke about Iceland’s capricious meteorological
tendencies—windy and wet one
moment, sunny and still the next,
but never comfortable enough for
shorts. As a spring storm snowed,
sleeted, and rained on Iceland this
year, the core of the country’s music scene escaped to Los Angeles,
a city where clear skies and warm
sunshine are predictable to the
point of tedium. For ten days this
April, the Los Angeles Philharmonic teamed up with Icelandic
musicians to present the Reykjavík
Festival in the whimsical, glimmering Walt Disney Concert Hall
in downtown Los Angeles.
The programme for the festi-

val, curated by composer Daníel
Bjarnason and LA Phil’s Conductor Laureate Esa-Pekka Salonen,
was about as multifaceted as the
concert hall’s sumptuous, reflective façade. The festival’s opening
night, entitled “Made in Iceland,”,
exhibited the brand of Icelandic
pop, folk, and electronic music
that is perhaps most familiar
to audiences outside of Iceland:
mainstays of the internationally
known Icelandic music scene such
as múm and amiina joined newcomers like JFDR and dj. flugvél
og geimskip, who have just begun
to appear on the international
radar. Three concerts of classical
and choral music presented the
works of contemporary Icelandic
composers; three more nights of

contemporary classical Icelandic
music featured Sigur rós, accompanied by the LA Phil, playing old
works arranged for orchestra by
indie darlings like Owen Pallett
and Dan Deacon.
For t h e fe s t iv a l ’s c on c l u d i n g
concer t, Icela ndic label Bedroom
Community docked
in the concert hall
a s p a r t of t hei r
tenth-anniversary
W h a le Wat c h i n g
Tour, showcasing
their gleeful, playf u l disregard for
traditional generic distinctions.
“Contemporary classical” is almost too reductionist a term to
characterise the nimble blend of
orchestral, electronic, pop, and
folk music characteristic of the
label’s roster. Although the bulk
of the festival is over, a collaboration between the LA Phil and Björk
and the LA iteration of her virtualreality based installation, ‘Björk:
Digital’, will extend the festival
well into May.

A genre beyond genres
The festival’s organisers were eager to display the unique way in
which Icelandic musicians blur boundaries between musical genres that are
of ten con sidered
distinct. “What we
categorise as this or
that kind of music
in the States—those
distinctions don’t
ex i st i n Icela nd,
which is extraordinary and outstanding,” remarks Johanna Rees, LA
Phil’s Director of Presentations,
who coordinated the pop acts involved in the festival. “The goal of
the festival,” she says, “is about
exhibiting a unique perspective or
tone of voice and not at all about
whether something is considered
pop or classical.” The ease with
which genres overlap and crossover, she observes, stems from the
personal relationships between
Icelandic artists: “Sure, just be-

“The
musicians
from Reykjavík all really
do know each
other.”

cause it’s a small country doesn’t
mean everyone knows everyone—
but the musicians from Reykjavík
all really do know each other.”
Stateside, the distinction “Icelandic music” seems to supersede
concerns about genre. Johanna acknowledges that Icelandic music
carries a certain cultural cachet.
“It’s compelling enough just to say
it’s Icelandic,” she says, and suggests that that status helped draw
Angelenos to see unfamiliar, upand-coming acts on the festival’s
opening night.
Sigtr ygg ur Baldursson, the
Managing Director of Iceland Music Export (IMX), and an ex-Sugarcube, likewise notes the sense of
an Icelandic music genre that
defies familiar categories. That
genre, he says, “is a trademark
that wasn’t consciously manufactured, like some of the tourism
campaigns in Iceland. It has arisen
naturally.” With IMX, he’s been
networking with Hollywood music supervisors seeking to incorporate Icelandic music into film
and television. “Music supervisors
tend to categorise music accord-
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Taste the
best of Iceland
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous Icelandic
spirit Brennívín
Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

7.990 kr.
The sky in LA is a strange blue
colour and it's weirdly bright Photo by Anna Ásthildur

ing to specific genres,” he says,
suggesting that such categorisation is barely even an afterthought
for Icelandic musicians.
With several carriers now offering direct flights between LA and
Reykjavík, Sigtryggur feels certain
that stronger connections will arise
between these two
disparate locales.
“Iceland still feels
very far away, for
many,” he says, “but
there’s a grow ing
population of people who have gone to
Iceland specifically
to see music, and
we’ll definitely see
more tourists coming from here.”

in Iceland and I love them,” she
says, “It’s fun to see them run on
the powerlines.”
Steinunn, whose music paints
a world of wonder and whimsy,
can’t seem to get enough of the
vastly different atmosphere in LA.
Small details that
ord i na r y A ngelenos would ignore—
f lowers sprouting
along the sidewalk,
palm trees scraping the sk y—have
distracted her from
walking in a straight
path. “It’s like walking in a movie,” she
says, “But of course
it feels like being
in a movie because the movies
are made here.” That she played
her first LA show in as majestic
a venue as Disney Hall is not lost
on Steinunn. “It was really crazy,”
she says, before offering a more
fantastical rendering of the same
sentiment: “I imagined I was playing in a club, and also that I was a
princess in an old palace.”

“It’s like
walking in a
movie...
because
the movies are
made here!”

Walking in a movie
Siggi and the rest of the Icelandic contingent can’t help but gloat
about the bountiful sunshine that
Angelenos take for granted. “Getting some sun in my face this time
of year was perfect,” says Jófríður
Ákadóttir, who performed as JFDR
on the festival’s opening night.
Not all the Icelanders fully understood the sheer predictability of
LA’s climate. Johanna Rees was
showing journalists from RÚ V
around the city and noticed one
of the Icelanders lugging around a
long- sleeve shirt and puffy jacket.
“I told him, ‘You really don’t need
to carry that stuff around LA,’”
she laughs.
Steinunn Eldflaug Harðardóttir, better know as dj. flugvél og
geimskip, has had no shortage of
sun-soaked adventures on this
first visit to LA. One day, she rented a convertible Ford Mustang and
drove into the desert to see the
giant dinosaur sculptures—old
roadside attractions—in Cabazon;
another day, she went sailing and
swimming in the sea. She’s eager to enumerate creatures she’s
seen so far: dolphins, pelicans,
sea lions, butterflies, and squirrels. Yes, squirrels. “They’re not

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

A UNIQUE THEATRE EXPERIENCE IN ENGLISH

New connections
As the festival wraps up and the
last remaining Icelanders soak up
surplus vitamin D, it’s too early to
tell how the festival has affected
the musical connections between
LA and Iceland. However, judging
from the packed houses, the general hubbub in the LA media, and
the pride with which the events
organisers speak, the festival appears to have been wildly successful and popular. “We are making
new connections every where,”
says Siggi. “So we’ll see in the near
future what avenues will open for
better export of Icelandic music.”

T H E G R E AT E S T H I T S
I N 75 M I N U T E S

HARPA CONCERT HALL / TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT ICELANDICSAGAS.COM AND HARPA.IS
MIDASALA@HARPA.IS / +354 528 5050
SHARE: gpv.is/la06
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is your place. With dim lights,
leather sofas, and gender-neutral
bathrooms, it’s become the preferred hangout for the unorthodox
Reykvíkingar, so if you’re looking
for like-minded peeps, here you
go. The venue hosts everything
from metal to underground rap
to drag extravaganzas to stand-up
comedy, so you never really know
what you’re gonna get on a given
night. That said, you know it’ll
be something you can only get at
Gaukurinn.

SELECTION
FROM BEST OF
REYKJAVÍK
2017
Best Grocery Store

MENGI

Rokk Out In
Reykjavík

Airwaves, Dark Music Days and
Midsummer Music. Dress up nice,
and go absorb some fancy culture.

High society or fuckbois. Choose your venue.
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen & John Rogers
Photos: Art Bicnick
Reykjavík’s gig circuit has changed
fast in recent years, with city-centre
favourites like Faktorý and NASA
being shuttered by property developers. But the music scene thrives
regardless, and there are still a
variety of venues to catch a show,
each filling a different musical
niche. From orchestral recitals to
art performances and from hiphop parties to grimy rock concerts, here are some of our favourite downtown music haunts.

dancefloor, a great stage—great
everything, basically. It’s the place
where the best 101 bands host their
album parties, and it’s where people end their Friday night blowouts. There’s also something fun
happening on most weeknights,
whether it’s live jazz, DJ sets, quizzes or karaoke. Hip hip Húrra!

KEX

As well as being a hostel with an
excellent bar and an ever-reliable
restaurant, Kex Hostel has made a
name for itself as a live music spot,
too. This bustling bar room hosts
free gigs several times a week, and
there’s a tucked-away function
room called Gym & Tonik at the
back that sometimes hosts ticketed performances. During Airwaves, it’s where the KEXP radio
station base their live programme,
which should tell you all you need
to know.

Harpa
Húrra

It’s no surprise that Húrra wins
our “Best of Reykjavík” magazine’s
Live Music award, year in and year
out. It’s simply the best music
venue downtown Reykjavík has to
offer, with great sound, a great
bar (they have Club Maté!), a great

You can’t talk about concerts in
Reykjavík without talking about
Harpa, the glittering music hall
that sits on the city’s coastline.
From the intimate seated Kaldalón
hall to the grand multi-tiered Eldborg concert hall, Harpa hosts
a constant flow of events, from
symphony performances to comedy shows to festivals like Sónar,

Mengi is an unusual music space,
in more ways than one. The concert room itself is more white
cube than dive bar, hidden away
discreetly behind a gallery shop
on Þórsgata that sells records,
prints, and art ephemera. The
programme encourages new collaborations and experimental performances, so even if you know
and love the work of the musician you’re seeing, you might be
treated to something brand new
on any given night. Memberships
are available for regulars, and the
space also runs an independent
record label.

Gaukurinn

If you prefer your music grungy,
raw, and weird, then Gaukurinn

Krónan

Fiskislóð 15-21& other locations
Bike Cave is the café you need to
know about—relaxed, not New
Nordic, in a suburban neighbourhood close to the domestic
airport, with a resident Sphinx
cat. It’s been described as the
best place to get a “messy vegan
burger.” With a choice of two
veggie patties (black bean and
chilli or potato rosti) we were
already feeling spoilt when they
also turned up with their “luxury vegan burger”—soy granule patties with a hint of peanut butter, sweet mustard and
onions. This one comes pretty
darn close to the mouthfeel of a
meat burger. But the best part
still remains that all of this
tasty fare will set you back 8951195 ISK, sans fries.
Best Pizza

Hornið
The Rest

Packed hip-hop bar Prikið, lakeside concert hall Iðnó and DIY art
space Gallery Port are three very
different spaces that host infrequent but well-attended shows.
The cosy Café Rosenberg hosts a
regular programme of acoustic
music. Dillon and Bar 11 are downtown favourites for dingy rock
concerts. And finally, get Grapevine’s Appening app for iPhone
and Android to see what’s going
on all over town. Have fun y’all!

Hafnarstræti 15
Pizza joints have always held
the collective fancy of the world
as a sort of comfort zone where
you can break bread with your
grandma and screeching toddler
or as a 101-downtownian nursing a hangover or heartache or
both. Hornið is one such comforting old-school pizza joint.
With thin crust-pizzas and a nofrills Italian-American flair in
the decor as well as the toppings,
this is a local treasure. While the
Hawaiian has die-hard fans, we
swear by their Quattro Stagioni.

SHARE & MORE: gpv.is/bestof

THE NEW
LEGEND
NEW VERSIONS OF THE
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

ICEWEAR SHOPS

INGÓLFSTORG

REYKJAVÍK • GARÐABÆR
AKUREYRI • VÍK Í MÝRDAL
Visit our webstore www.icewear.is
Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries.
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April 21 - May 4
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Reykjavík Map

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Perfect Day
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík
Around midday

Photo Art Bicnick

Around lunchtime one of my favourite things to do is to go to
the swimming pool in Álftanes. I
sit in the tub and look at Reykjavík from across the pond. Around
noon the pool is usually empty
apart from some school swimming classes, so you can have the
hot tubs all for yourself, and then
there’s a sauna, a steambath and a
huge slide.

Great collection,
good prices

In the afternoon

The perfect afternoon would consist of a walk around Garðakirkja.
That area is so nice, and when the
sky is clear you can see all the way
out to Snæfellsnes in the west.
And then I would head to the city
and go to Bar Ananas for drinks
before dinner.

Sigrún Jónsdóttir

Favourite breakfast place

For dinner

Composer and Musician

I like to eat breakfast at home, but
afterwards, I like to go somewhere
and start my day. I often go to Pallett in Hafnarfjörður, which is one
of my absolute favourite coffee
spots. I’ll have a coffee there, sit for ages
s t a r i n g o u t o nt o
the harbour, and do
some work. Also, if I
don’t feel like working, they have lots
of fun books to look
at, and all the nice
green plants in there
don’t spoil the mood
either.

I like to have dinner at Borðið on
Ægissíða with friends. That place
is just perfect, it’s small and cosy
and the food is delicious! One
of the many things that’s great
about it is that it’s a
bit far away from the
city centre, so it’s a
lot more chilled out
than most restaurants downtown.

Sigrún Jónsdóttir is a musician and
composer. After touring the world
in the bands of Björk, Sigur rós and
Florence and the Machine, last year
she released two EPs that she’s since
performed live at festivals such as
Sónar Reykjavík and Iceland Airwaves. This is how Sigrún would
spend a perfect day in Reykjavík.
First thing in the morning

After I wake up I have lemon and
apple cider vinegar water, and
then my porridge. At the moment
it’s a delicious buckwheat porridge with lots of stuff in it—coconut oil, cinnamon, baobab, maca,
mullberries, and maybe more,
if I’m feeling wild. My favourite
mornings are when I can have my
breakfast and it’s really quiet and
calm, and maybe listen to a nice
podcast, like BBC Woman’s Hour
or On Being with Krista Tippett.
Or just good old RÚV.

For lunch

"Go to
Prikið
and grind
on the
windowsill
until it
closes"

My lunch special is meeting up
with a friend to talk about everything and nothing. An ideal situation would be to get some hummus and sourdough bread from
Brauð & Co., and a delicious coffee
from Reykjavík Roasters, and sit
out in the square, and talk, and get
some sun.

Vital Info

In the heat of
the night

After dinner I would
like to go to Kex Hostel and meet some
more f r iend s a nd
tell them a few good
jokes. Then head over to Kaffibarinn and tell more jokes to more
people, and stay there for a bit.
Then I want to go to Prikið and
grind on the windowsill until it
closes.

SHARE: gpv.is/tw06
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Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by
Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall and
the Reykjavík Library.

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Skólavörðustíg 3 · Reykjavík
Skólavörðustíg 25 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min,
Fare:440 ISK adults, 210 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–24:00
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

Akureyri

Reykjavík

e:info@theviking.is

www.theviking.is
TAX FREE

Venue Finder
Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open 09-21

Austur
Austurstræti 7

D3

B5
Bankastræti 5

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

E4

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18

Useful Numbers

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

The viking:info

E5

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 E5
Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3

E4

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18

D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

D3

Green Room

Lækjargata 6a

E4

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4
Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5
Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

F7

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17
Better Weather
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41

E6

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17 E5
The Einar Jónsson
Museum
G5
Eiriksgata
Tue–Sun 14–17
Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4
Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,
Hafnarfjörður

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 F4

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4

D3

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4

D4

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tue–Fri 11–17,
Sat 13–17 and by
appointment.

Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4

D3

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3AE5
The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17 G2
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
Reykjavík Art Museum
- Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17

H8

D3

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 12–19, Fri
12-18, Sat–Sun 13–17
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2

B2

Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16
Mon-Fri 10-16

D3

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a
E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01, Sun
11-23
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat
13-16
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37

E5
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eco-conscious—you won’t find
anyE plastic takeaway containers
G
ERT food here is delicious and
here.GThe
SG
AT
A Try the fresh pressed
über-healthy.
juices, fresh salad and raw lasagne.

6. Dill
Hverfisgata 12
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If you want classic Icelandic cuisine
with a dramatic, modern flair, this is
the place to go. The cod head is an
Instagram sensation (and delicious
too), but if it’s too experimental for
you, try one of the tasting menus—
and go to town on the appetizers.

Skúlagata 28

H R I N GBR A

This converted former biscuit
factory is loved by visitors and
locals alike. It’s the perfect place
for lunch or dinner and has a
warm and welcoming atmosphere,
perfect for the whole family. Try
their trademark spicy “Freedom
Burger” and wash it down with an
Icelandic brew.

10. Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b
This spot was awarded Grapevine’s

SN
D
ES

AR

Party Every Night.
Cocktails! Bottle Service!
Live Music Every Night!
BA
UG
AN
50ES different kinds of beer.
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!

G

9. Kex Hostel
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make a stellar crème brûlée as well.

JA

Grandagarður 2

If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases 8. Snaps
ÞO
R R best of Iceland with seasonal
the
AG
AT
Apaying homage to the
menus,
Þórsgata 1
island’s bounty, executed with all
the tweezer precision of modern
This beloved casual-chic French
cuisine. Don’t even think twice
style bistro has a forget-you’reabout splurging for the sevenin-Reykjavík vibe thanks to its lush
course menu—it’s the only way toReykjavík
greenery and warm lighting. On
Domestic
do it.
a grey day, nothing beats sitting
Airport
by the greenhouse walls with an
EI N

MÝ

BSÍ
Coach
excellent
French onion soup. They
Terminal

A
AT

Aog Drykkur
7. Matur
RÐ
N

VAT
NS

N AUTH Ó

Gló is a largely vegetarian café
with a strong emphasis on being

T

Laugavegur 20

AU

5. Gló

BR

GI

STAKaffi Vínyl
A dedicated vegan café,
RH
AG in
offers wholesome vegan fare
I
generous portions with soy-based
meat substitutes and non-dairy
milk options for beverages. As the
name suggests, they have a huge
record collection and DJs several
times a weeks. With the crackle
of vinyl lending a warm and cosy
atmosphere, and healthy guilt-free
food—what more could you want?
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Ban Thai is one of those rare gems
in Iceland that consistently deliver
tongue-tickling, satisfying Thai fare,
despite the challenges of being
on a distant island, nowhere near
Thailand. They have been awarded
Grapevine’s “Best Thai” award a
whopping four years in a row. Also,
FÁ
LK
Russell Crowe visited once. Trust
AG
A
us—go and see what all the fuss is TA
about.
ÆG

renovations, but that hasn’t stopped a
Kaffitár coffee shop from opening by
HljómPerlan
its viewing deck. Mind the
construction
skáladebris on the way up, but this may
garður
University be the only spot where you
can sip a
Park
of Iceland cappuccino while taking in a 360-degree
view of the capital. When I went, Esja’s
cliffs and hundreds of colorful rooftops
glimmered in the morning sun. Kaffitár,
whose name means “tears of coffee,”
has been a downtown Reykjavík staple
ST
UR
for years,
but the only tears you’ll cry
LU
Nordic
House
AG
AT
while Center
frequenting its new outpost are
Culture
A
tears of caffeinated joy. GD
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Perlan, the iconic dome overlooking
National
Reykjavík, may be officially closed for
museum
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3. Ban Thai
Laugavegur 130
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Icelandic
Parliament
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One of Reykjavík’s finest bakeries.
Regulars swear by their “snuðurs”—
cinnamon bread rolls
smothered
M
E
HA
with a sugary glaze. LThey
take it
G
a step further
and stuffI these
NE
HA
classics withSblueberries
and
GI
whatnot, eliciting inappropriate
satisfied moans. Get there early to
snatch a warm one.
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BANKASTRÆTI 7A - 101 REYKJAVÍK - TEL. 562 3232

GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517
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Frakkastígur 16

A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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at the unique japanese inspired
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Hornið was the first Italian
I
ND
in Iceland, and its
Arestaurant
R
G
S
reputation for authentic Italian
EI Ð
food still prevails. This year, Hornið
was given the title of “Best Pizza”
in Grapevine’s
Best Of Reykjavík
I
ND
R A With thin-crust pizzas and
awards.
G
ÁL A
no-frills Italian-American flair—in
the décor as well as the toppings—
this place is a local treasure.
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1. Hornið

ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K
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Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine City
Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our BestOf awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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The Map

1

Hótel
Loftleiðir

Eagle Air
Terminal

AUSTURSTRAETI 8 • REYKJAVIK
5
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13. Prikið

With its packed and grinding dance
floor and huge social smoking
area, this hip-hop spot is another
classic drinking hole. It’s got a good
happy hour, fun DJs and a generally
upbeat atmosphere.

Veltusund 1

This bookshop has a special place
in the hearts of Icelanders. It has
three levels with curated displays of
the latest titles, and there’s an area
dedicated to selling recent and
classic Icelandic lit in English.
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The Icelandic wool sweater's
popularity with visitors means that
they’re sometimes mass-produced.
But one place you know you’ll get the
real deal is Handprjónasambandið,
Iceland’s very own hand-knitting
association. They have plenty of
different styles and colours available,
so choose wisely!
Kringlan
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Húrra has been awarded
DR Á
H LÍ
Grapevine’s covetedPU“Best
Ð AllAround Bar.” It’s a great place
B Ö
N Dalmost
to go anytime Lfor
any
UHL
ÍÐ
reason—whether it’s weeknight
drinks, dancing with your friends
or catching a gig in their excellent
music and events programme. They
even have karaoke downstairs!

Skólavörðustígur 19

L AB

R AU
Kolaportið is a huge
indoor
flea
T
STI G
AH
Lon
ÍÐ
market that takes place
weekends. It’s filled with stalls
selling bric-a-brac, secondhand
GR Æ
clothes, unusual foods,
N A H antique
LÍ Ð
postcards, lopapeysur, and the
occasional religious booth filled
with literature and pamphlets.
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Kjötborg is a neighbourhood
convenience store that takes
people back to the days before
supermarkets and chains. A
favourite with Vesturbær locals, it’s
a bastion of continuity in a rapidly
changing city.
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25. Kjötborg
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Paloma is a place to cut loose. It has
two floors with different DJs and
atmospheres,
with plenty of room
UR
V EG
L AR
to
The place is so big, in fact,
A Ldance.
V
G
F LU
that you won’t have to battle long
lines at the bar. This is the place to
go for a fun, messy time.
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12. Húrra

L AB

SIG

Beer & Wine
kr. 800

24. Húrra Reykjavík

Bravó is Húrra’s sister bar. They have
Icelandic beers on tap and DJs at
the weekend, but one of the best
things
about Bravó is its lengthy
ÚTH
ÍÐ
happyLhours—all
the way from
11am to 8pm, in fact.
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Pool
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Here you’ll find locals and tourists
chilling by day and partying by
Hverfisgata 50 & 78
night. It’s a great place to go on
S KI P
weeknights, as the weekends can
H O Many credit this store with
LT
get pretty packed with long lines—
Reykjavík’s sudden obsession with
but those parties do get wild.
sneakers, with people camping
outside the store to get their
hands on a new pair. Needless to
18. Bravó
say, this store is shaping fashion in
downtown Reykjavík.
Laugavegur 22
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Drinking
Naustin 1-3
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“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to
say, it’s the perfect place to satisfy
pregnancy cravings, splitting
hangovers and midnight binges. We
recommend the lamb kofte wrap:
it’s to die for.
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There are a handful of Red Cross
locations in Reykjavík, the most
popular of which is a small store on
Laugavegur. Here you’ll be able to
find some pretty cool and unique
stuff for cheap prices.

ÚN
This place hasMaTunique
and
constantly rotating selection of
S Ó23. Lucky Records
LTÚ
N
beers from Mikkeller and other
carefully picked craft breweries,
Rauðarárstígur 10
knowledgeable bartenders, and it’s
MIÐ
located upstairs from Hverfisgata
Lucky Records is probably the
TÚ N
12, so you get good weekend DJs,
biggest record store in Iceland,
fancy bar snacks and pizzas. HÁTÚ
with shelves upon shelves of new
N
and used vinyl and CDs on offer.
They have a small stage where
17. Kaffibarinn LAUG
AV
bands perform, and an expert staff.
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16. Mikkeller & Friends
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Microbar won this year’s “Best Beer
Selection” in our Best Of Reykjavík
awards. They feature local beer
samplers for the brew connoisseur,
and a huge selection of beers
for the casual taster. With a calm
atmosphere and friendly bar staff,
this is the place to get your beer on.
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Laugavegur 18

This fancy-ass cocktail place is
one of the more upscale clubs in
Reykjavík. It has 70s tiki lounge/
Boogie Nights décor, and the
throwback disco music is on point.

Laugavegur 18 - kraum.is

Sigurjón
Art
Museum

21. Mál og Menning

14. Pablo Discobar

15. Microbar
Hverfisgata 33, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 588 8818
www.kryddleginhjortu.is
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Welcome to our
new location in
Laugavegur 18!

This supermarket chain is head and
shoulders above the rest when it
comes to size and the quality and
variety of produce on offer, as well
as their lengthy opening hours.
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SALAD &
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FELL

SMÚ

LI

APRÍL

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
28.
30.

STAGE DIVE FEST 3
DADYKEWL
ALIVA ISLANDIA
KEF LAVIK AUðUR
ISK
EIGILL SPEIGILL DJ SETT 1.500
9 PM
ENTRY
OPEN MIC NIGHT FREE
9 PM
MÁNUDJASS // MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
ENTRY
ICETRALIA FREE
9 PM
MC BJÓR OG BLAND & BLAKKÁT.
ISK
HATARI & ANDI 1.500
9 PM

FREE ENTRY
9 PM

ENTRY
LIVE BÍÓ TRÍÓ & HEFNENDUR PODCAST FREE
8 PM
ENTRY
MÁNUDJASS // MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ FREE
9 PM
WEIRD KIDS PARTY:
IDK/IDA
REX PISTOLS
ISK
UMERCONSUMER 1.000
8 PM

FOXING (US)
WE MADE GOD
2.000 ISK
FINNBOGI AND THE BAD YOUTH 8 PM
ISK
VAR ALBUM RELEASE SHOW 1.000
8 PM

ENTRY
BANZAI NIGHT FREE
8 PM
ENTRY
MÁNUDJASS // MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ FREE
9 PM
ENTRY
ICETRALIA FREE
9 PM
ENTRY
BERGLIND FESTIVAL PUB QUIZ FREE
8 PM

ENTRY
BABIES FREE
10 PM
ENTRY
BANZAI NIGHT FREE
8 PM
MÁNUDJASS // MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
HEFNENDABÍÓ // CULT MOVIE NIGHT
TÓFA & MORE TICKETS
TBA
PINK STREET BOYS & BRÖTT BREKKA
ENTRY
BANZAI NIGHT FREE
8 PM

FREE ENTRY
9 PM
FREE ENTRY
8 PM

TICKETS TBA
8 PM
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people to listen, he finds himself speaking to deaf ears, so this
song is about rising up against the
current, refusing to be taken to
slaughter.
There’s a lot going on: 80s
synths infused with metal-core
riffs, a heavy minute-long breakdown, steady bass-driven parts
and fast transitions of clean vocals
to heavy screams.

Dr. Delirium

This upbeat song goes back and
forth like a mad scientist from
heavy metal to electronic dance
music, leaving you wanting more
(hopefully). The lyrics are about
a delusional man who sees the
emerging evil spirit as the Messiah
and decides to help him corrupt all
living things.

BISTRO & BAR
FÁLKAHÚSINU

LOCALLY SOURCED
DELICIOUS FOOD

Through Desperation

This is the oldest song on the album. It has a sentimental value to
us because we’ve played it so many
times through the years. It’s heavy,
catchy and never stops to relax. In
this part of the story, the hero, with
a small group of rebels, decides to
take on the machines.

‘Hereafter Ltd’

Man & Machine

by Endless Dark

Words: Endless Dark Photo: Art Bicnick
only a rough demo until we were
recording. But after adding group
vocals and an outstanding solo
guitar track, we all started loving
it, mostly for how different it is.

Steel & Arrowwood

Endless Dark are
the post-hardcore
TRACK
stars of the Reykjavík scene. If you’re
into poppy choruses mixed with heavy
breakdowns, they might just be your
thing. Here they talk us through their
new concept album, ‘Hereafter Ltd.’

TRACK BY

Warriors

Stacked with 80s synths and machine-like riffs, this prologue has
a sci-fi-war feel to it. It’s about
spirits from another dimension
starting a war against mankind.

This song is about a child being
reborn as a machine.
Writing this song was
strangely easy and it’s
one of those rare occasions where the demo
is almost identical to
the finished version.

Terra Incognita

Here we meet the hero of ‘Hereafter’, a father of a dying son who
faces the moral question of pulling
the plug. This song almost didn’t
make it on the album, as it was

Hereafter

This song was originally two different songs but when we were
writing the first half, we had difficulty finishing it, so we decided to
take an older dramatic
interlude and stick in
there.
The song starts with
the mad mach i nes
ascending over mankind. The second half
is our hero saying his
goodbyes before he enters the portal to the
“other side” to stop the
machines. Rúnar Geirmundsson goes all out
with more straightforward, out-of-breath
dramatic screaming.

“This song
is about a
child being
reborn as a
machine.
Writing this
song was
strangely
easy”

After writing six or seven songs we thought we
needed a heavy, steady
song on the album,
so we wrote this one.
Here, the story takes
a horrific turn: an evil spirit has
emerged from another dimension
and corrupted all soul-driven machines, along with our hero’s son.

Amélie
Guardian

The song is about the ascension of
the machines after a failed attempt
by mankind to stop them. It’s full
of different time signatures, unorthodox drum fills and dreamy
lead guitar.

“Amélie” is about regret and forgiveness, focusing on the hero’s
long-lost friend Amélie.

Dunkin

LOBSTER
SANDWICH
MUSSELS

HAPPY HOUR

Our hero is falling through time
and space after entering the portal
and the song gives you a taste of
that atmosphere. Will he prevail?

15–18

LISTEN &SHARE: gpv.is/tt05

50% OFF

Wanderer

Blue-Sky Heroes

When the hero of our story needs

HAMBURGER
WITH
CAMEMBERT

DRAFT BEER AND
HOUSE WINE BY THE GLASS
SELECTED COCKTAILS

1.200 KR.

ALL DAY

ALL BAGELS 599ISK. EVERY DAY

© 2017 DD IP Holder LLC.

Laugavegur 3
Kringlan
Hagasmári 9
Leifstöð
Fitjar

OPEN
11:30–24 FRI AND SAT
11:30–23 SUN–THU
Hafnarstræti 1-3

uno.is
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Iceland Airwaves
have announced a
new crop of bands
for the 2017 festival,
including Russian New
Wave band Glintshake,
Aldous Harding from
New Zealand, and Jo
Goes Hunting from the
Netherlands. From the
local scene, Músíktilraunir winners Between
Mountains join the
bill, along with the
competition runners
up Phelgm and Omotrack, and local
favourites Milkywhale, Exos and Pink
Street Boys. These bands join previously announced hot young talents
Fleet Foxes and Billy Bragg, alongside
intriguing overseas artists like Xylouris
White and K Á R Y Y N (pictured). Tickets
are on sale now.

NEWS

ON THE

BURRITO
Mexican food that is a true
fiesta for your taste buds!
We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut,
Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun,
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

Sound Fanatic

The musical world of Hildur Guðnadóttir
Words: Steindor Grétar Jónsson Photo: Úlfar Loga

Hildur Guðnadóttir
Composer & musician

To Hildur Guðnadóttir, film scores
are more than background noise.
The Berlin-based cellist and composer is set to score her highestprofile film to date, ‘Soldado’, the
sequel to hit 2015 crime-thriller
‘Sicario’. Starring Benicio Del Toro
and Josh Brolin, the film premieres
later this year. “Film music is manipulative,” says Hildur. “If a character appears with happy music
you think: ‘Wow, what a super guy!’
But if the music is dramatic, you
develop a different opinion.”
Hildur needs no background
music to convey her affable disposition. We meet at a coffeeshop
in the Kreuzberg neighbourhood
of Berlin, close to the studio she
shares with her long-time collaborator Jóhann Jóhannsson. Hildur
has been involved in most of his
projects to some extent, playing
strings, singing, or whatever else
comes up. “I see music as a dialogue, and I'm fortunate to have
long-lasting family-like musical
relationships,” says Hildur. “Jói and
I have been collaborating for fifteen
years, and I played with múm since
I was fifteen years old. The privilege
of growing up with them is something I'm very grateful for.”

Characters as sounds

Hildur has built a reputation by
performing with The Knife, Ben
Frost and Ryuichi Sakamoto, on
the film scores for ‘The Revenant’
and the Jóhann Jóhansson–scored
‘Arrival’, and through solo work.
Her recent accolades include winning the DV Culture Award and
Edda Award for her score to Baltasar Kormákur's ‘The Oath’.
“With ‘The Oath’, I came in early, read the script, sat in the editing room and shared my opinion,”
says Hildur. “The approach var-

ies depending on the director and
when you come into the process. I
like to get to know the characters
early, think about them as certain
sounds that can develop alongside
their arcs.”
The most impactful film of
her career thus far, she says, is a
documentary on tragedy and grief.
‘Strong Island’, a Sundance Film
Festival award-winner by Yance
Ford, an African-American man
whose brother was murdered in
Long Island by a white mechanic,
will be available on Netflix in the
fall. “The killer never faced trial,
despite multiple witnesses to the
shooting,” says Hildur. “It's amazing how little has changed since.
We were working at the height of
the Black Lives Matter protests. It
was a very inspiring process, having Yance in the studio—the protagonist, director and actor, all in
one.”

Myrkfælni is a music organisation run
by Berlin-based Icelanders Kinnat Sóley and Solveig Kristjansdóttir, with the
aim of promoting Iceland’s extreme
music scene—that is, metal, noise, industrial, gothy shit, and the associated
micro-genres. Their aim is to spread
Iceland’s underground music scene
as far and wide through as possible,
be it through concerts and festivals,
helping bands distribute their music
and find new listeners, or running a
magazine. They’ve started a Karolina
Fund to do just that. At the time of writing, it has 14 days left to run—€14 will
get you a copy of the first magazine
and a 20-track download compilation,
including new tracks by Kælan Mikla,
Andi, Lord Pusswhip, Godchilla, SKRATTAR and more.

Instruments as
bandmates

Despite her workload as a film composer, Hildur identifies as a performer first. For her live shows, traditional instruments won't always
do—she has to make her own. “I'm a
sound fanatic,” she asserts. “Working
with instrument makers is inspiring
because you can affect sound from
when it's just a piece of wood.”
One, a “Halldorophone” developed by Halldór Úlfarsson, is a
feedback instrument. “It makes
so much noise,” raves Hildur. “It's
really unpredictable, very much
alive. Every sense has to be tuned
up. I'll be working a feedback but
if I move my shoulder, it kills it. I
have to be 100% present. Performing alone can be boring, but there's
a different energy when my bandmate—the instrument—has its
own ideas.”

LISTEN &SHARE: gpv.is/hil06

Masked Icelandic pop act Vaginaboys
came out of hibernation this month
with the announcement of not one
but two new albums in 2017. Their
Facebook post on the subject stated
that the albums will complement each
other: “one in English and beats + one
more Icelandic romance.” The first
single from the new body of work is
“Feeling,” a typically low-key electronic
pop song, and their first to have English lyrics. Vaginaboys have been making waves in Iceland, and further afield,
since their inception—with English
lyrics opening up their appeal to a wider
audience, it’s going to be an interesting
year for the mysterious duo.
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Our Picks

Freezing (Hard Rock) Moon
Zhrine / Auðn
Thu. 27 April,
21:00, 		
Hard Rock Café,
2.000 ISK
Fresh off blackmetal-slaughter
at the Roadburn
festival in Tilburg,

Zhrine and Auðn
will turn their
attention to the
leather-clad
Reykjavík crowd
on April 27th. If
you’re familiar
with the dissonant Deathspell
Omega-esque
sound of most

Icelandic black
metal, well, throw
that preconceived
notion under the
bus. Both Zhrine
and Auðn are
more ethereal and
atmospheric—like
if a black metal
obsessee listened
to a ton of prog
while writing in a
rainy cabin. Dark,
brooding, but still
ferocious, their
live performances
will also blow you
away. Prepare to
stand slack jawed

with eyes wide
open—this ain’t
pit music. And of
course: Wear the
most underground metal
t-shirt you have.
Under 1,000 likes
on Facebook is
preferable. HJC

CYBER DJ Set
Sat. 22 April,
Midnight, Prikið
Feminist duo
Cyber grace the
Prikið stage with
their first DJ
set. Put on your
dancing shoes,
it’ll be lit. JS

Angelic Hipster
Her recent debut
‘Brazil’ showcasThu. 4 May, 22:00 es her characHúrra, 2.000 ISK
teristic ethereal,
minimalist sound,
much like an anJFDR is the
hipster-cool solo gel singing in an
name of Jófríður echoing room of
wind chimes. JS
Ákadóttir of
bands like Samaris and Gangly.
JFDR

Une Misere /
Dead Herring PV
/ xGADDAVÍRx
Wed. 26 April,
21:00 KEX Hostel
Une Misere
describe
themselves as a
plague. Plague
as in, catchy, not
deadly... JS

Shoot For The Croon
Bogomil Font
and Flis
Thu. 4 May, 20:00,
KEX Hostel
Bogomil Font is
a pseudonym
of Sigtryggur
Baldursson, who
rose to fame as

the drummer of
the Sugarcubes.
As well as his various avant-garde
projects, in this
incarnation he
performs as an
entertaining oldskool crooner.
Also, Flis. JR

April 21 - May 4

Concerts & Nightlife

9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: Bruch
and Brahms
19:30 Harpa
Juleshansyoung
21:00 Loft Hostel
Zhine / Auðn
21:00 Hard Rock Café

Concerts:
Freyujazz: María Magnúsdóttir
12:15 Listasafn Íslands
Singer/Songwriter Night
20:00 Loft Hostel
The Upbeat
17:00 Harpa
Fóstbræður Male Choir
20:00 Harpa

Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

DJs:

DJs:

Friday April 21

22:00 DJ Ramirez
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
22:00 DJ John BRNLV

Concerts:

Austur
Bar Ananas
Hverfisgata 12

Licks: Kiss Tribute!
22:00 Dillon
SexÝ Fötu
21:00 Hrésso
HEIMA Festival
20:00 Hafnafjörður
Valdimar Guðmundsson /
Jón Ólafsson
20:00 Hjómahöll

Austur
Bar Ananas
Húrra
Hverfisgata 12
Prikið
Sæta Svínið
Tivoli

Saturday April 22
Concerts:
Guitar Fest
22:00 Dillon
In The Company of Men /
Great Grief / Milkhouse
22:00 Gaukurinn
Sólon
21:00 Hrésso
HEIMA Festival
20:00 Hafnafjörður
Babies
22:00 Húrra

21:00 DJ Harry Knuckles

Prikið

Wednesday April 26
Concerts:
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
New Moon: Mikael Lind / Rex Pistols
/ IKA I IDA
22:00 Gaukurinn
Tófa
22:00 Húrra
Múlinn Jazz Club:
Andrés Þór Quintet
17:00 Harpa
Une Misere / Dead Herring PV /
xGADDAVÍRx
21:00 KEX Hostel
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn

DJs:
22:00 DJ Ramirez
22:00 DJ Moonshine
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
21:00 DJ Z
21:00 DJ Spegill
22:00 DJ Dora
22:00 DJ Egill Cali

Tuesday April 25

00:00 Cyber DJ Set
23:00 DJ Mayhem Night
22:00 DJ Verkfall

Prikið
Paloma
Tivoli

DJs:
21:00 DJ Housekell

Sunday April 23

Thursday April 27

Concerts:

Pick:

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
HEIMA Festival
20:00 Hafnafjörður
Song Cycles III: Águst Ólafsson and
Gerrit Schuil
17:00 Harpa
Pearls Of Icelandic Sound
17:00 Harpa
WorldStrides OnStage Iceland
Festival
19:00 Harpa
Sing Along Party
16:00 Hannesarholt
Jazz Jam Session: Richard
Andersson Trio
21:00 Hressó
Banzai Night!
20:00 Húrra
DJs:

Churchhouse Creeper / Ottoman
21:00 Hard Rock Café
Girls Rock! Party: Sóley / RuGl /
Soffía Björg
14:00 KEX Hostel

21:00 Lowercase Night

DJs:

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra

Prikið

Prikið

DJ Marteinn aka BNGRBOY
Marteinn aka BNGRBOY is the
next-next-next level producer of
Reykjavík. Working with GKR, Tiny,
Lord Pu$$whip, and dadykewl, pretty
much everything he does is fucking
incredible. As a DJ, he plays trap all
day erry day so if you like reppin' the
low life and comin' out strong, this is
your thing. HJC

Monday April 24

Concerts:

Concerts:

Óregla
21:00 Dillon
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: Open
Rehearsal

22:00 DJ Jave (Latin Night!)
Austur
21:00 DJ Battlestar Agnes Bar Ananas
21:00 DJ Marteinn BNGRBOY Prikið
22:00 Rix Takeover!
Tivoli

21:00 Hard Rock Café
Alcoholia / Devine Defilement
23:30 Íslenski Rokkbarinn
Dánh Ram
22:00 Hrésso
DJs:
Austur
22:00 DJ Ramirez
22:00 DJ Cyppie
Bar Ananas
22:00 Plútó Vinyl Dance Night Paloma
22:00 DJ Vald / Young Nazareth Prikið
Tivoli
22:00 DJ Fames

Sunday April 30

Friday April 28

Concerts:

Pick:

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Sæunn Þorsteinsdóttir /
Angela Draghicescu
17:00 Harpa
Big Band Marathon
12:00 Harpa
Jazz Jam Session:
Böddi Reynis Quartet
21:00 Hrésso
Banzai Night!
20:00 Húrra
Langholtskirkja Does Puccini
20:00 Langholtskirkja
Music Of The World
15:00 Mengi

Pink Street Boys / Brött Brekka
Pink Street Boys are one of those
bands that will have you screaming
"THIS IS TOO LOUD!!!" With unrelenting onslaughts of guitars, pedals,
unintelligible vocals and relentless
drums, this is a concert you might
want to wear earplugs... and some
comfy shoes if you plan on getting
into the pit. C'mon, is there a better
occasion? HJC

DJs:

Concerts:

Tuesday May 2

Richard Anderson
21:00 Dillon
Pink Street Boys / Brött Brekka
21:00 Húrra
7-9-13
22:00 Hrésso

Concerts:

DJs:

Wednesday May 3

Austur
22:00 DJ Áki
22:00 DJ Api Pabbi
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Fox Train Safari
Prikið
22:00 DJ Moonshine
Tivoli
22:00 DJ Dora
Sæta Svínið

Concerts:

Saturday April 29
Concerts:
Kvika
22:00 Dillon
Pearls Of Icelandic Sound
17:00 Harpa
Dúndurfréttir
20:00 Harpa
DIO Cover Band

21:00 DJ Snáðinn Jökull
21:00 DJ Logi Pedro

Bar Ananas
Prikið

Monday May 1
Concerts:
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra

Lunch Time Concert
12:15 Harpa
Olivier Le Goas – Reciprocity
21:00 Harpa

Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon

Thursday May 4
Concerts:
JFDR
20:00 Húrra
Bogomil Font and Flis
20:00 KEX Hostel

Music
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Even though shot in black and
white, this photo is in fact recent.

Punk Is Dead
Long Live Yoga Punk

Words: Elías Þórsson Photo: Helga Laufey Ásgeirsdóttir

There doesn’t seem to be any place
better to interview the lead guitarist of a punk band than midnight
at a bar in downtown Reykjavík.
Árni Þór Árnason is a burly man
with a demeanour that seems to
fit perfectly with a punk band that
also makes yoga music—warm
and cuddly, but with a clear edge.
He claims that previously, he had
been in bands that made music to
“make it,” but now his only goal
is to satisfy his own creative impulses.
“For over ten years all of us had
been in bands,” he says of his new
project, “and we had been close
friends for all those years—but
at the time when we started playing together all our bands were
on hiatus. So we just started jamming, drinking beers and having

fun. The thing with punk is that it’s
anything you fucking want it to be.”
The last piece in the puzzle,
however, came about when their
friend married a girl
from Colorado. Recalls
Árni: “We saw her at a
party and thought she
looked cool. We had no
idea if she could sing
or not, and invited her
to be the singer of the
band.”
It turned out that
she could, and that the chemistry worked. The quartet got together and started making music.
It might be years since punk had
any influence, but from the get-go
something special was brewing,
and that something was Tófa.

and critics, Árni says. “I am still
amazed that people like this stuff.
In our other bands we have always
had an end goal, but this time
we just wanted to have fun, and I
think that’s contagious. People see
that we’re genuinely having fun,
and pick up on it.”
It’s this power that exemplifies
their live performances. And yet
despite all this, the band doesn’t
believe in categories and recently
decided to flip everything on its head and
make... a yoga album.
“I’m not really sure why
we decided to make a
yoga album,” explains
Árni. “We were asked
to play a yoga gig last
Airwaves, and most
of us do yoga. People
showed up and seemed to like it so
we thought, ‘Why not?’”
It’s an unorthodox approach for
a punk band to make a yoga album,
but then again, when punk stops
being style and fashion it boils
down to an ethos—something
Tófa has in abundance. Next up for
Tófa is conquering the world beyond Iceland’s shores with a concert at Ja Ja Ja in London on April
27. But before that, you can catch
them at Húrra on April 26: a good
opportunity to witness the punkest yoga band in town.

“The thing
with punk
is that it is
anything you
fucking want
it to be.”

Contagious fun
The ethos of “fuck it, this is fun”—
which has always exemplified
great punk—runs right through
the spine of the band. The response has been overwhelmingly
positive; they’ve even caught the
ear of Pitchfork, who gave props
to front-woman Allie Doersch’s
“blaring and flinty” voice.
“I’m amazed by the reception
we’ve gotten” from both the public

LISTEN & SHARE: gpv.is/tofa06

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.
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lier. Her set consisted of a handful of synth-pop songs, bringing
to mind the gothy pop of Depeche
Mode, with some New Wave elements. A cover of “Should I Stay Or
Should I Go” proved to be a highlight, the tempo taken way down to
a languid stagger—Rex’s doleful,
off-key vocals changed the track
from a desperate, punky thrash to
a numb and mournful ballad.

Spark and glitter

IDA | IDK has got it going on

Stay Weird

Four emerging acts take over Húrra
at the Weird Kids Party
Words: John Rogers Photos: Xindan Xu
Iceland’s music scene is a lot more
diverse than many people imagine. It’s easy to understand why:
the dreamy, spaced-out
sounds of múm, Sama r i s a nd Sig u r
rós, the restless,
em ot ion a l p o p
ex periments of
Björk and the
slow-motion electronica of recent
exports Gangly and
aYia do paint a certain
picture, especially when
combined with the
glaciers-and-volcanoes, ice-and-fire
brand that Iceland
has taken on in recent years. It often
comes as a surprise
to people to find
out that Reykjavík
has bands playing
everything from reggae to black

metal, rap and country music.
Case in point: the recent Weird
Kids Party, held at everyone’s favourite downtown music
venue Húrra. Four very
different bands performed, none of
them coming close
to conforming to
the Icelandic music template.
First up was Rex
Pistols, the new project of Iceland-based
Canadian Rex Beckett,
who performed live
for the first time
since the end of her
previous band Antimony in 2016. Rex
took to the stage
w ith heav y ma scara running down
her face, as if she’d
been bawling in the
dressing room just moments ear-

“Sacha Bernardson & The Mermaids dialled
down the emo
and ramped up
the glitter.”

T h re e -pie c e Umer Con s u mer
upped the pace with a set of postrock-inflected indie rock. Frontman, guitarist and singer Ýmir
Gíslason has an intriguing stage
presence, his tall frame sometimes
hanging from the mic, or staring
goggle-eyed into the crowd, shifting between falsetto singing and
rough, impassioned yelling. Their
set was raw, but their potential
clear.
Sacha Bernardson & The Mermaids dial led dow n the emo
and ramped up the glitter, with
Iceland-based Frenchman Sacha
bounding onto the stage grinning
in a blue jumpsuit. He was soon
joined by The Mermaids, an all-girl
choir who added depth and richness to Sacha’s skewed pop songs.
There was a certain joyousness to
this set—Sacha is a charming performer, at once serious, gleeful and
self-effacing. His songs wear their
influences on their sleeve, from
twinkling ‘Vespertine’-era Björk,
to the artistic leanings of the Nordic indie scene, and the campy
glamour of European electro-pop.
It was colourful, positive and engaging, and met with rapturous
applause.
The finale came courtesy of a
strikingly confident solo set from
Iceland-based Dane IDA | IDK,
who fluctuated between sensuous
techno and experimental samplebased electronica, interspersed
with passages of lush falsetto vocals. Ida moved around the stage
with a natural presence and grace,
clearly relishing the performance.
Her sense of enjoyment in expressing herself was contagious, and the
music exciting, sparky, and teeming with promise.
These Weird Kids brought a
welcome sense of creativity and
artistry to the stage of Húrra, and
proved that if you scratch the surface of music in Iceland, you’ll find
all kinds of hidden depths.

LISTEN & SHARE: gpv.is/dmw06

Ásmundur Sveinsson
Þorvaldur Skúlason

Augans
börn
Children of
the Eye

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
+354 411 6430
artmuseum.is

Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

Open Oct.–April
13h00–17h00
Open May–Sept.
10h00–17h00

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House
National Museum of Iceland

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House

29.10.2016–
01.05.2017

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Art

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

terial, so you’ll be safe when running during the dark winter days.”
For their line of swimwear, the
designers took inspiration from
brauðterta, a “sandwich cake”
made of bread, shrimp, mayonnaise, vegetables, and ham. “I
don’t like the taste, but it looks
like an art piece,” says Tanja.

Normcore & health goth

Stúdíó Ólafur Elíasson
Open until 9pm on Thursdays

Marshallhúsið | Grandagarður 20

Pull Up Your Socks!

Artists and athletes batting for the same team

As last month’s DesignMarch put
the freshest ideas in Icelandic
design on display, artists Tanja
Levý and Loji Höskuldsson presented a project inspired by a field
that may seem at odds with the
world of art and design. In their
playful new clothing collection
Upp með sokkana (“Pull up your
socks”), Tanja and Loji—who both
have backgrounds in design and
sports—combined seemingly disparate domains, designing outfits for a hypothetical Icelandic
national team of sports and arts.
The inspiration for the collaboration came while Tanja and
Loji were watching the opening ceremony of the most recent
Olympic Games. “During the last
Olympics, we were watching the
national teams walk into the
stadium wearing fancy clothes,

and the Icelandic team walked
out in tracksuits,” Loji recalls.
“We’d read an article about the designers working on the
national team outfits
for each country,” adds
Tanja. “There wasn’t
any thing special for
Iceland, so we wanted
to take on the project.”
The other athletes’
outfits spoke to the
spirit of their respective
nations. Tanja and Loji wanted to
design a collection of sportswear
that similarly spoke to the Icelandic ethos. “We don’t want to work
with the flag or nationalism,” explains Tanja. “We were inspired
by mundane elements of Icelandic
life. The jackets have the arrows
that you see on the wind forecast.
And they’re made of reflective ma-

“We’re
all on
the same
team,
right?”

SHARE: gpv.is/loj06

Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

& MORE
Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library
Sundlaug Kópavogs Kopavogur Thermal Pool
Kópavogskirkja Kopavogur Church

Words: Eli Petzold Photo: Varvara Lozenko

An absolute
must-try!

ENJOY LIVE
CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Salurinn
Concert Hall

Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs
Natural History Museum of Kópavogur

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR
CULTURE HOUSES
AND EXPERIENCE
MANY
FACES
OF
NATURE
&

As it stands, the collection is
mostly comprised of generic
sportswear—tracksuits, sweatpants, headbands and the like.
However, the duo are eager to design costumes that fit the needs
of specific sports: basketball,
handball, football, perhaps even a
judo kit. “I’d love to design shorts
for Gunnar Nelson,” Loji jokes.
The pair do have one celebrity collaborator. Athlete Ólafur
Stefánsson reached out to Tanja
and Loji after they cited him as a
muse in an interview. A member
of the handball team that took
the silver in the 2008 Olympics,
Ólafur is beloved not only for his
athletic prowess, but also for his
philosophical, creative outlook
on life—an engaged, interdisciplinary attitude that Tanja and
Loji think encapsulates their own
endeavour. Ólafur met with the
duo and provided useful, theoretical insight into the project.
“He added us on Facebook,” says
Loji. “That was one of the best
moments in my life. We gave him
a jacket with his name on it.”
In addition to portraying the
national spirit in their collection,
Tanja and Loji hope to break down
the perceived barrier between arts
and athletics. With recent trends
such as normcore and health goth
enshrining the pedestrian character of sportswear, the
designers are excited to
see this division shrink.
“Lately, you’re seeing art
students in sports shoes;
not in Converse shoes anymore,” Loji says. As they
see it, the collection need
not be for athletes alone.
Rather, anytime Icelanders
represent the nation abroad, they
could wear this uniform—perhaps
singer Svala Björgvinsdóttir, this
year’s Eurovision contestant, or
artist Egill Sæbjörnsson, who is
representing Iceland at the Venice Biennale. “We’re all on the
same team, right?” Tanja smiles.

Hamraborg 4–6
Kópavogur
Bus 1 & 4

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com
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Our Picks
Watch Theatre
Company. Bunraku uses only
instrumental music—no words—
so it’s appropriate for people
Bunraku Extravaganza!
of all languages
and demograph‘Own Two Feet’ your calendar!
ics. The piece
‘Own Two Feet’ is
Numerous
tells the story
a Bunraku-style
Performances
of a young girl,
puppet show
over April
Ninna, who is sent
designed for
and May,
alone to live on
children aged
Tjarnabíó
two and beyond, an isolated farm.
made by Miðnætti Challenged by
this new environin collaboration
Traveling with
ment, Ninna must
kids? Put this on with the Lost

learn to stand
on her “Own Two
Feet.” Get it?
PS: If you miss
it in Reykjavík,
feel free to hop
over to Nuuk for
an encore run at
the end of May.
HJC

Magneto And Professor X
Back In Action
buddies, Ian
McKellen and
Patrick Stewart,
April 29-30,
perform Pinter’s
20:00, Bíó Paradís ‘No Man’s Land’.
2.500 ISK
Broadcast live to
Bíó Paradís, it’ll
be like sitting in
Two great acthe front row. JS
tors, and best
‘No Man’s
Land’

Photos Come On Paper?!
ÍSLAND: Book
Launch and
Exhibition
May 2-8,
Various Times,
Listastofan
Réza Kalfane’s
first book

Get Your Polskie On

release, ‘ÍSLAND’,
depicts “abstract
visions of Icelandic landscapes”
through photographs. Printed
on black paper
with silver ink, it’s
a work of art in
itself. JS

Polish Film
Days
April 21-22,
Various times,
Bíó Paradís
Free!

Embassy’s sixth
Polish Film Festival is here. Four
films shown over
two days, and it’s
free! JS

Bíó Paradís
and the Polish

April 21 - May 4

Art Listings
Events are listed alphabetically by venue. For
complete listings and detailed information on
venues visit grapevine.is/happening. Send your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening
I8 GALLERY
Hildigunnur Birgisdóttir
Hildigunnur creates art where small
details take on great importance, in
the past working with materials as
varied as stickers and notebooks.
This is her first exhibit in i8 gallery.
• Opens on April 27, 2017
• Runs until June 10, 2017
LISTASAFNIÐ Á AKUREYRI
The Creation of Childhood
This is a group exhibition featuring
professional artists, child artists,
and toy creators. It is meant to
stimulate a childlike mindset and
creativity.
• Opens on April 22, 2017
• Runs until May 428 2017
Up
Up is a graduation series of line
drawings and other cartoon-esque
pieces.
• Opens on April 22, 2017
• Runs until April 30, 2017
LISTHÚS GALLERY
Divergence
American-born artist Alana LaPoint
shows a conglomeration of works
created during her three month
residency at Listhus Artspace. Bold
and experimental, LaPoint's works
sweep a vast spectrum of humours.
• Opens on April 24, 2017
• Runs until April 26, 2017

Ongoing

MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
"Chair"
“Chair” presents a series of chairs
made by Icelandic designers. A few
hundred will be on display, made
from 1930 to 2013.
• Runs until June 18, 2017
ÁSGRÍMUR JÓNNSON COLLECTION
‘Frightening Nature’
• Runs until May 7, 2017
THE CULTURE HOUSE
'Points of View'
Guests are taken on a journey
through the Icelandic visual world of
past and present.
• On permanent view.
THE NATIONAL GALLERY
“Art of Memory” by Woody Vasulka
Woody’s work leads the viewer

through a dreamlike journey focused on landscapes and historical
paintings.
• Runs until September 1, 2017
TEXT
This exhibition contains a selection
of text-based art work by fifty Icelandic and international artists.
• Runs until May 14, 2017
Treasures of a Nation
This new long-term exhibit presents
a selected number of works from
1884 to 1911 of mostly Danish and
Scandinavian artists.
• Runs until December 31, 2017
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view.
I8 GALLERY
Málverkasýning
This exhibit presents work from 6
artists—Andreas Eriksson, Mairead
O'Heocha, Silke Otto-Knapp, Melanie
Smith, Lara Viana, and James White—
all exploring what it means to be
called a painter.
• Runs until April 22, 2017
GALLERÝ H
“Rat Race” by Haraldur Ingi Haraldsson
Haraldur presents 19 paintings inspired by politics and the addiction
to power.
• Runs until December 21, 2017
NORDIC HOUSE
A Colour Map of Icelandic Wool
This textile installation hopes to
display the beautiful, rich colours of
Icelandic wool in a pure and inspiring way.
• Runs until April 22, 2017
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
‘KEEPERS’
This exhibition focuses on the question of how we decide which objects
are worth keeping.
• Runs until June 4, 2017.
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
Bout: Video Works from the Collection
BOUT is an extensive project where a

large part of the animated works in
the Reykjavík Art Museum collection
will be put on show. The themes in
question are play, performance,
documentation and storytelling. The
first theme was PLAY, which opened
in early January. The second, PERFORMANCE, starts on February 9th, the
third, RECORD; starts on March 9th,
and last, TALE, begins on April 6th.
• Runs until May 7, 2017
“Panik” by Ilmur Stefánsdóttir
Chaos and panic. That is what you
will find in Ilmur’s new installation
exhibit that uses video art intertwined with the museum's existing
structures.
• Runs until May 1, 2017
Erró: More is Beautiful
Erró is a postmodern artist whose
work is characteristically provocative and shocking, attacking not
only politics but also social norms
and standards.
• Runs until May 1, 2017
D29: Anna Hrund Másdóttir: Fantastic
Souvenirs
In this exhibit, Anna Hrund Másdóttir explores the subconscious and
meditation by dissecting and rearranging real world objects.
• Runs until May 7, 2017
D30 Ragnar Þórisson: Human Disguise
Ragnar´s paintings offer us a
glimpse of people, shrouded in
mystical atmosphere. Huge, multilayered, coloured surfaces are intertwined with delicate brush strokes.
• Runs until May 7, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
Case Studies - Product Design Into
The 21st Century
The exhibition explores Icelandic
product design at the beginning
of the 21st century featuring the
works of Brynjar Sigurðarson,
Sigríður Heimisdóttir, Unnur Valdís
Kristjánsdóttir and Tinna Gunnarsdóttir.
• Runs until April 23, 2017
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
“Ljósmyndir” by Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir
Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir has been
documenting life in Iceland through
photography since the 1970s. focusing on the commonplace, capturing
everyday scenes that tell a different
story of Iceland. In doing so, she
sensitively preserves moments that
would otherwise become memories and, eventually, be lost to time
completely.
• Runs until May 14, 2017
Situations
Auður Ómarsdóttir describes her
pictures as, “intimate and objective

observations of situations.” In this
exhibit, she presents autobiographical work mixed with found footage.
• Runs until May 30, 2017
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Steinholt
The exhibition 'Steinholt' is a story
about the origin of names and the
memory of a place. Christopher
Taylor spent time in Þórshöfn, NorthEast Iceland, and travelled the area
to capture the landscape and tell
stories of memories connected with
Steinholt.
• Runs until May 28, 2017
"Grímsey" by Cole Barash
Cold Barash was fascinated by
Grímsey from his first visit there. In
this exhibit, he captures intimate
moments with the local people and
reactions to the light and landscape.
• Runs until May 28, 2017
RAMSKRAM GALLERY
From Hörgshóli to Hollywood
The exhibition presents a mother
and son in both Los Angeles and Iceland. It contains both watercolors
and photographs.
• Runs until May 28, 2017
ART67
Halla Harðardóttir
Halla is inspired mainly by the
seasonal changing faces of nature
and light. She mainly paints with oil
on canvas and masonite. There is
an opening event on April 8th from
14:00 - 16:00.
• Runs until April 30, 2017
GALLERY O
Exhibit by Snorri Ásmundsson
Snorri has often been called the
"Naughty Child of Icelandic Art", stirring the community with exhibitions,

Traveling the south coast

where he works with "taboos" such
as politics and religion.
• Runs unti May 8,2017
HANNESHOLT
Málverk / 12 rendur
Hlynur Helgason presents an exhibit
where every painting has 12 lines.
He works on thing canvas with oil,
which allows the colours to bleed.
• Runs until May 12, 2017
ANARKÍA
M-I
Eilíf Ragnheiður presents an exhibit
based on the search for the self in
the age of social media.
• Runs until April 23, 2017
GALLERÍ FOLD
“New Paths” by Elinborg Ostermann
Elinborg Ostermann is an abstract
acrylic painter who presents an
exhibit inspired by bicycles.
• Runs until April 29, 2017
KAFFIBARINN
Rituals, Sweethearts And More
Wiola Ujazdowska explores the ideas
of everything from witches to the
Other to the body to sexuality.
• Runs until May 4, 2017
ÍSLENSK GRÁFIK
Gígja Guðfinna Thoroddsen
Gía's works are based on her experience as a woman and also as a user
of the mental health system. This
is exhibit is part of the Art Without
Borders festival.
• Runs until April 30, 2017
HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA
Hilma Studies: Swans
This exhibit centers around swans
as an object of reflection, meditation, and study.
• Runs until May 14, 2017

Keflavík
International
Airport

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki

or Golden Circle?

Vík

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

at the Ölfusá bridge
open daily 11:00-21:00

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss
Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki

open daily 11:30-22:00

Events

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

Museums
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily guided tours
Tours are rom 13:00 to 14:00 through
its open air exhibits.
• On permanent view.
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
'The Making of A Nation'
This exhibition is intended to provide insight into the history of the
Icelandic nation from Settlement to
the present day.
• On permanent view

'From Poverty to Abundance'
Photos documenting Icelandic
fishermen at the turn of the 20th
century.
• On permanent view
'The History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that
showcases the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
• On permanent view
'Seawomen'
The fishing women of Iceland, past
and present
• On permanent view

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
‘Settlement Sagas: Accounts from
Manuscripts’
This exhibition has rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of
the settlement of Reykjavík.
• On permanent view

Moonage
Daydreams

Suffice to say that the word “computer” derives from women who
did calculations for 19th century
astronomers for little pay and even
less credit. This is addressed in
the film, where the girls are computers and the computers are just
IBMs.

Halldór Eldjárn and 'Hidden Figures'
Words: Valur Gunnarsson
For eons, mankind dreamed of going to the moon. And we did, but
now the memory seems to be slipping back into some mythological past. Like Dark Age barbarians
looking back on the Romans, there
were things we could do once, but
do no more.
Probably the first movie to address space age technology as the
ancient past was the first ‘Star
Trek’ film from 1979. A fictional
Voyager 6, based on the real-life
Voyagers 1 and 2 (which are, as we
speak, heading farther and farther
into where no man has gone before), is rediscovered by Kirk and
his crew in the distant future. Today, it seems strange that man was
able to walk on the moon with less
computing power than the phone
you may currently be reading
this on. It’s stranger still that we
haven’t gone back.
This sense of wonder informs
‘Poco Apollo’, Halldór Eldjárn’s
instillation at Mengi. It features
pictures of the moon and man,
while computers create generative music that probably uses more
computing power than the Apollo
program itself. It’s interesting to

think that at the time of the moon
landing, the Beatles were still together and the kids dug the Grateful Dead. Music has progressed
more—or at least changed more—
than lunar travel in the intervening half-century. The exhibit was
one night only, but Halldór’s piece
can still be accessed at pocoapollo.
hdor.is

Everyone is where they need to be
in ‘Hidden Figures’. Kevin Costner, who looks like he belongs in
the 1960s, is there. Moonlight
man is the hunk. Big Bang Theory
guy is the annoying engineer and
Kirsten Dunst the stuffy white
girl. The three leads are (to most
Icelanders) largely unknown.
But this isn’t quite Mad Men In
Space. The music tells you exactly
what you should be feeling, and it’s
a remarkably feel-good film, given
its dark undertone of segregation.
From the beginning, one gets the
sense that everything will be fine.
And it usually is.
The characters are strongly
sketched as either good or bad,
with little room for nuance, but
the setting is largely accurate. This
is a side of the 1960s that it’s useful
to be reminded of through our otherwise rose-tinted retro-glasses.
But despite everything, this is a
historical film that gives you hope
for the future of our species. We
did manage to advance, both technologically and morally, at least
for a while. And that is something.

Back to the Moon

It’s been a good long while since we
had a movie about the space race.
The last proper historical space
film was 1995’s ‘Apollo 13’, which
was about a near disaster. ‘The
Right Stuff’, from 1983, remains
the gold standard for aficionados,
but the race for space has lately
featured in action films such as
‘Transformers: Dark of the Moon’
and ‘Men in Black III’. So it’s something of a joy to have a new period
film set in those glory days, when
everything still seemed possible.
Even if part of the point is to show
that they weren’t all that glorious.
There’s no need to go deeply into
the racial and gender issues portrayed in ‘Hidden Figures’—the
film amply makes its own points.

THE ICELANDIC PHALLOLOGICAL
MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
More than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to land and sea
mammals of Iceland.
• On permanent view

REYKJAVÍK MARITIME MUSEUM
'The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn'
This vessel sailed through all three
Cod Wars and has also served as a
rescue ship to more than 200 ships.
• On permanent view

Film

Mad Men in Space?

Photo: 20th Century Fox

VOLCANO HOUSE
The exhibition gives a brief overview
of Iceland’s magnificent nature.
• On permanent view

This month's special screenings at Bíó Paradís! For complete schedule,
visit www.bioparadis.is.
Currently Screening
Á Nýjum Stað
• Hedda Gabler
• Almost Famous Party Screening!
• The Mask
• Mamma Mia! Party Screening!
• Polish Film Days: Afterimage,
• No Man's Land
Powidoki, Saklausar, Niewinne, The
• Spólað Yfir Hafið
Innocents, Leynilegur samherji,
Tajemniczy sojusznik, Secret Sharer,
Souvenir		

SHARE: gpv.is/moon06

THE BEAUTIFUL
SOUTH COAST
Daily departures at 08:30
Visit Seljalandsfoss Waterfall,
Skógarfoss Waterfall,
Sólheimajökull Glacier and
Reynisfjara the Black Sand Beach

Price: 13.400 ISK
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Various
Events
Friday April 21
How To Become
Icelandic in 60
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The
Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Drag Show: April
Fantasy!
21:00 Gaukurinn
Saturday April 22
Einvera Clearance Sale
11:00 Einvera
Reykjavík Record Store
Day
10:00 Reykjavík Record
Shop
Family Hour
13:00 Gerðarsafn
Kópavogur
Art Museum
Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30
Sunday April 23
Yoga Class
12:00 Loft Hostel
Party Bingo With Sigga
Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Guided Tour
15:00 Listasafn Reykjavík: Kjarvalsstaðir
Monday April 24

Standup Comedy (in
English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
What Works 2017
Summit
16:00 Harpa
Tuesday April 25
Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Stand Up: The
Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Cult Movie Night
20:00 Húrra
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
What Works 2017
Summit
16:00 Harpa
Wednesday April 26
Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið
What Works 2017
Summit
16:00 Harpa
Party Karaoke With
Þórunn Antonia and
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Canon EOS Workshop
18:30 Canon Á Íslandi
Spirit Of Humanity
Forum
17:00 University of
Iceland

húsavík

Thursday April 27
Karaoke Night!
20:00 Loft Hostel
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
What Works 2017
Summit
16:00 Harpa
Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið
Friday April 28
Guided Tour of
the National Gallery
12:30 Listasafn Íslands
Spirit Of Humanity
Forum
17:00 University of
Iceland
Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið
Saturday April 29
Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30
Children’s Culture
Festival
13:00 Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
How To Become
Icelandic in 60
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Own Two Feet
15:00 Tjarnabíó
Kizomba Workshop
13:00 KEX Hostel
Sandspyrna: Iceland
Championships
10:00 Kvartmílubrautin
Spirit Of Humanity
Forum
17:00 University of
Iceland

original

with North sailing SINCE 1995

ECO-FRIENDLY WHALE WATCHING

S

watching

IN

whale

+ PUFF

#1

OF THINGS TO DO
IN HÚSAVÍK 2016

100%

NATURE EXPERIENCE
ON ANDVARI
OUR SILENT
ELECTRIC BOAT

BOOK ONLINE WWW.NORTHSAILING.IS

OR CALL +354 464 7272
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This book is based on the BBC television
series of the same name (which I highly
recommend watching). It´s a collection
of seven numbered essays, four using
words and images, and three using only
images. It criticizes traditional Western cultural aesthetics by raising questions about hidden ideologies in visual
images. It opened my eyes to how women are portrayed in advertisements and
oil paintings through the centuries.
Film: ‘La Jetée’ (Chris Marker, 1962)

This film is a tale of time travel that is
constructed almost entirely with still
photographs. It was incredibly inspiring for me to learn how the fusion of
language and image can manipulate
our interpretation and understanding.

MAKING OF
AN ARTIST
Words:
Elín Hansdóttir
Photo:
Varvara Lozenko

Elín Hansdóttir
Artist

Elín Hansdóttir is a prolific Icelandic
sculptor who recently concluded a solo
show at the i8 gallery. Here, she talks us
through some artists, books and films that
had a formative influence on her work.
Photograph: “Leap into the Void” (Yves
Klein, 1960)

This photograph has stuck with me
since my studies. I have the feel-

ing that it’s always at the back of my
mind, almost as if it’s a reminder of
some sort. Klein takes this courageous leap into the unknown and to
me he seems to have no doubt that it’s
the only way towards true freedom.
I’m really fascinated with the ability
to create (an impression of) freedom
through a highly contrived process.
Book: ‘Ways of Seeing’ (John Berger,
1972)

Performance: The Dorine Chaikin Trilogy
(Signa artistic collective 2007-2008)

Around ten years ago I was walking
home early in the evening in Berlin.
All of a sudden I was stopped by what
looked like a nurse from the 1950s, who
asked me for advice on something on
her evening smoke break. She lured me
into her office and before I knew it I
had changed into a patient’s robe and
spent the next six hours in a situation
which was unlike anything I’d experienced before. I became a patient in a
mental institute, and spent my time
engaging with the hospital staff as well
as other patients. What blew my mind
was how the boundary between audience and performer were completely
blurred, not on a conceptual level, but a
Norway. I’m sorry to report that this
has fuckall to do with the rest of the
story.

One bird, two stones
One day Þorsteinn sees a dwarf
screaming his face off. When he asks
what’s wrong, the dwarf says that a
giant eagle has stolen his baby, dingo-style. So Þorsteinn politely shoots
the eagle to death, saving the dwarfboy and getting the dwarf to shut his
scream-hole. In gratitude, the dwarf
rewards him with a stone that can
turn him invisible, and a
stone that can summon hailstorms, sunshine, and fire.
These will obviously come
in handy because he quickly finds himself blown off
course into Giantland, which
is probably just Estonia or
something.
He bumps into three
dudes who are so fucking
enormous that they laugh
in his tiny babyface when
he tells them he's called Þorsteinn Housebig. “More like
Þorsteinn Housebaby!” the
guy says, giving him a gold
ring as a “naming gift” which
makes the new nickname official. The main one says he is
Goðmundur, the prince of this
region, which is a dependency
of Giantland. His two bros are
called Fullstrong and Allstrong.
Goðmundur is on his way to be
crowned king of his region by Geirröður, the evil king of Giantland, and
Þorsteinn goes along too, remaining
invisible to the giants.

real-life level. I noticed a change in my
own behaviour, I made stories up about
myself, pretended to want things and
tried to provoke the other performers.
And after a while, I wasn’t sure which
of the conversations that I was having with the others were real or fake.
Film: ‘THX 1138’ (George Lucas, 1971)

This science fiction film depicts a
dystopian future, controlled by an
omnipresent mind-control machine,
where drugs that suppress emotion
are mandatory. What I liked most
about the film is the prison, which is
presented as a boundless white void.
Installation: ‘Kristus och Judas: A
Structural Conceit’
(Mike Nelson, 2008-2010)

In 2010 I saw this installation by Mike
Nelson at the National Gallery in Copenhagen. Mike Nelson’s works are fascinating to me because he fools your
expectations. All the while you’ve been
looking for the “art,” walking along a
very long curved corridor which looks
similar to any other museum corridor,
and you realise that you’re already inside the work. The curved corridor is
custom-built and leads you through
doors and uncanny rooms. He plays
with your memory by duplicating
the room you just walked through,
but mirrors it so it kind of looks
the same but doesn’t feel the same.
.
SHARE: gpv.is/eh06
that that it shoots sparks and squirts
boiling liquid fat. Taking the blurry line
between CrossFit and gay fetish porn to
a whole new level, he makes them toss
this back and forth, strip down, and
wrestle. Þorsteinn uses his power of
invisibility to help his giant bros defeat
the troll bros in their weird supernatural
masculinity pissing contest.
The next challenge is a game in
which they must drink from a giant
drinking horn that has a prophetic
old man face on the other end—quite
possibly the last thing anyone should
want to put their face on. It’s also filled
with poison. Þorsteinn hatches a stupidly
detailed plan about
this
creepy-as-fuck
drinking game that
accomplishes
nothing because in the end
he just waltzes into
the hall, visible and
comically tiny, saying,
“Look what I can do!”
He amazes the crowd
by making it snow,
and then melting the
snow with sunshine.
For Þorsteinn Housebaby’s final trick, he
runs around shooting
sparks into the eyes
of all the giants and
stabbing King Geirröður to death. Good
plan, dumbfuck.
I guess it works because then they all ride into the sunset,
Þorsteinn stopping briefly to convince
Earl Agði’s daughter to elope with him
to Norway. They get married there and
return later to find that Goðmundur
has become King of Giantland, giving
them Agði’s old region to rule over.
Agði returns several times as a zombie
and hassles them until Þorsteinn goes
to Agði’s burial mound and puts crosses all over it, which somehow puts him
at peace.

Morals of the
story:

The Tale Of Þorsteinn
Housebaby
SAGA RECAP
Words:
Grayson Del Faro
Illustration:
Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

This story starts with a dude called
Þorsteinn Housebig. He is so huge that
he can barely fit through any door in
Norway. Doorway, shnorway—he just
shoves himself through anyway. His
adventure begins when he manages to
fit himself through a particularly unusual door: the one to the underworld
itself.

Tablecloth trick
Apparently Finland is the gateway to
hell, because that's where he is sitting
around like a lazy fuck when he sees
a suspiciously bald boy. The boy asks
his mother, who is hiding in nearby
mound, for a stick to ride. (Not like
that, you sicko. He's a child! And possibly has cancer!). For some reason,

Þorsteinn follows suit and the two
both pretend to ride their sticks like
witches on brooms. They “ride” into a
river, which turns to smoke, and then
they arrive in the underworld.
They find themselves in some underworld palace at a feast and are apparently invisible to the guests, which
includes an elf-earl of India. Whatever that means. The bald boy walks
around, sneakily stealing food and
bagging it up. Þorsteinn, on the other
hand, decides he wants to steal the
whole goddamn tablecloth, so he rips it
off the table and makes a run for it. The
diners chase the presumably floating
tablecloth to the river, where the boy
joins Þorsteinn with the magic stick
and helps him to escape so that he may
give the fancy tablecloth to the king of

1. The best
zombie
repellent is
ironically
the cross, the
symbol of the
world’s most
powerful
zombie: Jesus.
2. CrossFit is
gay.

Giants will be giants
When they arrive, they do all the kingly oathy shit. Then the king pits Fullstrong and Allstrong against Jökull
and Frosti, the henchtrolls of the evil
sorcerer Earl Agði. He demands his
servants fetch his “goldball,” which is
actually a 200-pound seal head so hot

SHARE: gpv.is/sag06
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A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík
Get the complete
Happy Hour listings!
Download our free app appy hour on the Apple
and Android stores

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
APÓTEK
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600
ISK.
BAZAAR
Every day from
14:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,800
ISK.
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from
18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KRYDDLEGIN
HJÖRTU
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
LOFT HOSTEL
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
MARBAR
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cockails 1.200
ISK.
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 750
ISK.

publichouse.is

SKY
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00,
23:00 to 1:00.
Beer 790 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.

UNO
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 425 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1.200
ISK.

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.

VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

HAPPY HOUR

15–18
50% OFF DRAUGHT BEER
AND WINE BY THE GLASS

PUBLIC HOUSE | Laugavegur 24 | 101 Reykjavík | Tel. +354 555 7333

BURRO TAPAS &

Featured Happy Hour
especially yummy
artisinal ones.
Never fear, for
KEX is here. With
baked almonds
You can find
at 500 ISK and
cheap beer and
chicken wings at
wine at many
650 ISK, it's the
places around
perfect place to
Reykjavík, but
satiate all your
it's rare to find
cheap bar snacks, desires. HJC

20% DISCOUNT
OF ICELAND
JOURNEY
MENU
STEAK

SUN-THU 5PM–11PM
FRI & SAT 5PM–12

KEX Hostel
Skúlagata 28 I
15:00 - 19:00

ICELAND JOURNEY
WITH LATIN TWIST
ARCTIC CHARR, BEET ROOT SAUCE,
AVOCADO PURÉE, BEET ROOT CRISPS

LAMB ANTICUCHO, AJI ROCOTO,
CRISPY SHALLOT, QUINOA

COD CROQUETTE, DUCK FAT,
SMOKED TOMATO JAM

CARAMEL MOUSSE, SKYR SORBET,
CACOA NIBS, FREEZE DRIED
RASPBERRIES

LANGOUSTINE TACO, SALSA FRESO,
DRIED PARMESAN

@burrorvk
burro_rvk

8.990 KR.

VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG
TEL: +354 552 7333 • WWW.BURRO.IS

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB
BEST PLACE TO PARTY
ON WEEKNIGHTS

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

1 FREE
DISCOBER
COCKTAIL
BEFORE 22PM
SUN–THU

SUN-THU 4PM–1AM
FRI & SAT 4PM–3AM

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

GRAPEVINE’S BEST OF 2017

BEST NEWCOMER

EVERY DAY

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
@discobarrvk

Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

HAPPY
HOUR
16-18

discobar_rvk

VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG
TEL: +354 552 7333 • WWW.DISCOBAR.IS
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ICELANDIC
GOURMET
MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb
– with a modern twist

The Book Burner
Dagur Hjartarson on the risky
business of publishing

Words: Björn Halldórsson
Dagur Hjartarson has just been
shortlisted for the European Union
Prize for Literature for his novel ‘The
Last Confession of Love’. He is also,
along with award-winning poet and
graphic designer Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson, one of the founders of Tunglið
(“The Moon,” in English), a publishing house with the unusual business
model of publishing each of its books
in runs of only 69 copies, selling them
exclusively at publishing events
held on the night of a full moon,
and burning any unsold copies.
According to Dagur, the books
published by Tunglið have a different time span from other

Photo: Timothée Lambrecq
books.“Tunglið takes small books
and creates small, precious moments in time around them,”
he says. “It opposes the eternity
that the average publisher promises—all those books whose
pages turn yellow on the bookstore shelf—and makes a stand
for the beauty of the moment.
The role of Tunglið is to be the
moment and then disappear.”
The company's unconventional
publishing strategy was a means
of making risk integral to their
work. “Our goal has always been
to run Tunglið at a moderate loss,”
Dagur says. “To do so you naturally have to take chances. Every

7 COURSE

STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
PUFFIN
Goats cheese, dill oil, berry gel, rye bread crumble

Hallgrímur Helgason –
The Hitman's Guide to
Housecleaning

OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot

Two Books

SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple

The Greenhouse & On The Cold Coasts

PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, sitrus beurre blanc

Words: Björn Halldórsson

RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Grilled lamb fillet, leeks, pickled shallots, carrots,
baked celeriac, dill-spinach cream, mustard sauce
Dessert
SKYR FANTASIA
Skyr fromage, Skyr mousse, strawberry & lime gel,
lime sponge cake
8.900 kr.
APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Each issue, we take a look at two
Icelandic titles old and new, available in English translation at most
Reykjavík bookstores. If you’d like
more ideas, or to read more on
Icelandic literature, head over
to gpv.is/lit for in-depth author
interviews, guides, and more
book reviews.

Bragi Ólafsson – The Pets
Austurstræti 16

Tel. 551 0011

apotek.is

SHARE: gpv.is/dh06

idle conversations. In opposition
to the frustrations of this absurd
setting, the writing is effortless
and clear, engaging the reader
with humor as well as the endearing ordinariness of the characters,
especially when placed in opposition to the amoral and puckish
Havard.

DINNER MENU

MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes

book that Tunglið publishes is, in
a way, an attempt to sink Tunglið,
to make it go bankrupt. It's thrilling. Publishing is at heart a risky
business and Icelandic publishers are prone to take chances. We
haven't seen too many new authors in the past few years and I'm
not sure that the publishers are
entirely to blame for that. Young
authors need to be more daring,
write more books and take more
chances. Hopefully we'll see more
new authors in the coming years.”
Dagur’s own first novel was
years in the making, starting in
the early days of his MA in creative
writing. “I think that ‘The Last
Confession of Love’ is closely tied
to the poetry that I've written,”
he explains. “In writing the novel
I found it best to let the writing
flow freely. I found the novel form
to be incredibly liberating and
that feeling certainly left its mark
on the book. I was never troubled by having to throw things
out or worried about ending up
with 200 pages of crap. Writing crap is a part of the process.”
“Naturally, I ended up throwing a lot of things in the trash,”
he continues. “That doesn't bother me, but I was still often filled
with the usual sense of hopelessness, which I always experience at some point when writing,
whether it's a poem, a short story
or an email. It was often hard going—but it's always hard going.”
As is the case with most Icelandic writers, Dagur has to find
time for his writing alongside
his day job—teaching, in his
case. “Not being able to put 100%
of my energy into the manuscript made everything harder,”
he says. “But mostly, it just confirmed what I already knew: you
have to work hard. Even when
you're writing crap, keep writing. Keep writing, keep writing.”

This black comedy of errors has its
narrator, an unassuming young

man named Emil, making the
drastic decision to hide under his
own bed to avoid Havard, a reckless friend from his past, leading
to him being trapped there for the
rest the novel, while the interloper
gallivants around his apartment
and makes himself comfortable in
his life—even hosting a party for
Emil's friends and family. From
his vantage point under the bed,
Emil has the chance to voyeuristically observe and obsess over
the social customs and behaviors of the guests, and guess at
the thoughts hidden behind their

The author of ‘101 Reykjavík’ here
uses the tropes of hardboiled crime
fiction for his own nefarious purposes. The result is a Tarantinoesque romp like no other. Tomislav
“Toxic” Bokšic is a cocksure hitman
for the Croatian mafia in New York
who needs to go into hiding after
a botched hit. Through a series of
accidents, he ends up in Iceland,
a country where murder is a rarity and gunmen are nowhere to be
found, and is forced to contain his
violent tendencies and take on a
new identity. Soon he is making
strides towards bettering himself
and integrating into this unfamiliar and peaceful society. His unconventional worldview provides
a unique outsider's perspective
through which to gaze in wonderment upon the absurdities of modern Icelandic culture and society.

SHARE: gpv.is/2b06
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Magnea x aurum

Buy Shit

Short stay in town?
Here are some random essentials.
Words: The Grapevine Shopping Department

Last Thing I Bought
Name: Inga Haraldsdóttir Age: 21
Job: Art theory student
Last Purchase: This Hildur Yeoman scarf
Photo & Text: Hrefna Björg Gylfadóttir

66°NORTH Jökla Parka
Winters in Iceland can be difficult, with sub-zero temperatures,
slippery sidewalks, icicle-ridden
roofs. But cross hypothermia off
that list with the 66°NORTH Jökla
parka. Not only is the jacket super
stylish and oh-so-Icelandic, but
it’s made with high quality German goose down and taped waterproof seams, so trust us, you won’t
be wind-chilly, just wind-chillin’.
This jacket can be spotted on everyone from glacial hikers to vaping hipsters. Stop by one of their
two stores on Laugavegur and try
one on. You won’t regret it. HJC

flavour shows up everywhere: it
oozes out of innocent little chocolate bars and forms the hardened
center of every ball-shaped candy
in the bulk bins; it’s in the tea you
start your day with, the hardening
shell on the ice cream you end your
day with, and in the toothpaste
that you’re cleaning it all off with.
In fact, you’ve probably already
bought some Icelandic liquorice
without meaning to, so don’t even
worry about it. PY

IN BREIDAFJORDUR AND VESTMANNAEYJAR
ICELAND'S LARGEST & SMALLEST
INHABITED ISLANDS

MAGNEA x Aurum Jewellery
Well-known Icelandic fashion designer MAGNEA teamed up with
the jewellers at the downtown
design store Aurum last year to
create a special run of collaborative jewellery. One of the running
motifs in the collection is wire
mesh: an industrial pattern made
delicate, like fine chainmail, perhaps, or security fencing, or woven cloth. You can get rings, necklaces and other items. Each piece
is distinctive in its own right,
like a subtle armour amulet. JR

Icelandic Liquorice
Camping. Babies. Justin Bieber.
There are certain things in the
world that people either absolutely
abhor or will commit their souls
to. Icelandic liquorice (aka black
liquorice, aka REAL liquorice) is
one of those things. And Iceland
is one of those fangirls. The bold

NATURE
PARADISE

Lava Salt
Have you ever looked at your
salt and thought: “I wish my salt
looked more like pepper”? Of
course you have. Well Iceland, as
always, has the answer to this
very common problem. In almost
every souvenir shop in Reykjavík you will find a pot of sea salt
coloured with charcoal to make
it look black. They say that charcoal has health benefits, but we
suspect the real reason people
buy it is because it looks cool and
edgy. If you’re feeling really wild,
get the one with chilli flakes. JS

Food

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

any
pans
for
lunch?
Julia and Júlía of Julia & Julia

Wonder Women
Hverfisgata’s ambitious and delicious
Julia & Julia café
Words: John Rogers Photo: Art Bicnick

PAN–FRIED FISH
FISH STEW
Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,
white wine, cream and butter

1.850 isk
PLAICE

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

ARCTIC CHAR
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

salmon (lactose–free)

Reykjavík’s “second street” of Hver- this, separately. And it turned out we
fisgata has been undergoing a renais- were thinking the same way.”
Her business partner is Júlía
sance in recent times. A few years ago
it was a run down area known as “the Hvanndal, a former graphic designer
Reykjavík ghetto,” but as the tourist who quit her job to start the café.
boom continues to gain force, the “We met up to go over all the books,”
city-centre street has evolved beyond she recalls. “And also to see if we
were… compatible, I guess. We went
recognition.
Today, it has a growing number of really deep and really personal really
restaurants, bars and boutiques. One quickly. It’s been good.”
The two had origof the most popular
inally planned to find
new arrivals is Julia According to John
a building to renovate
& Julia, a smart new Rogers, "hnnnnngh..."
from the ground up.
café housed in the
They were already
Culture House at
picking out bathroom
Hverfisgata 15. With
tiles when they found
its bottle green coout the café at the mulour scheme, comseum was becoming
fortable sofas, and
available. “We found
bright windows, the
out about it in Decemcafé—run by a pair
ber 2016,” explains Juof friends called, you
lia. “It was a Kaffitár,
guessed it, Julia and
then. We came in with
Júlía—has been an
our kids for a look, spying on the locainstant hit.
“We first met at the Kaffibarinn tion, and we decided it was perfect.”
sewing club—which was mostly
about drinking beer—ten years
Heavenly cakes
ago,” says Julia Mai, as she serves
us bowls of steaming spinach soup It’s a match made in heaven. In their
with freshly baked rolls. “We’d both tasteful, pristine dining room, Julia
thought about doing something like and Júlía serve freshly made soups,

sandwiches and—the stars of the
show—cakes. We’re served a sweet,
moist honey cake with cream, an
English-style raspberry crumble, a
tart and delicious marmalade cake,
and a mouth-watering hot skillet
cookie, with the chocolate chips melting into the soft dough.
The recipes are domestic in feel—
comfort food, but with flourishes
that also make them feel like a treat.
Daytime drinks offers are regular,
with bubbly on offer every Wednesday, and they have more themed days
in the pipeline, as well as a planned
outdoor area for the summer.
The two have a focus on using the
best ingredients they can find. “We
try to think of where the ingredients come from,” explains Julia. “We
would love to grow things ourselves,
and we have these big windows—
we’ll grow flowers and herbs.” She
stops and laughs: “And a goat in the
basement.”
Julia & Julia’s menu has been
pared down since they opened, just
six weeks ago, because the ambitious
first draft meant that one of the two
was always glued to the stove. “We
were very ambitious,” smiles Júlía.
“But it’s not possible to have such a
big menu with just two people, so we
trimmed it down. We do everything,
you see—not just baking, but shopping, inventory, and cleaning...”
“We’re goddamn wonder women!”
laughs Julia, clearing the table and
heading back into the kitchen as a
fresh batch of customers arrive.
SHARE: gpv.is/jj06

Parsley root, broccoli, cashew nuts,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

2.100 isk

Our pan–fried fish is always
served with butter–fried
Icelandic potatoes & fresh salad

DATE CAKE
Walnuts, coconut,
cream cheese coffee cream,
blueberries and whipped cream

1.400 isk

lækjargata 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

welcome

BanThai

RESTAURANT
----------------------------

desserts

www.banthai.is
BEST THAI FOOD 2016
2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3, 2 0 1 4 A N D 2 0 1 5
TEL : 692- 0564Laugavegur 130
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A Date With
The Dated

Sjávargrillið falls behind the times
Words: Shruthi Basappa Photo: Art Bicnick
One could almost mistake Iceland
for a lost piece of the Australian
continent, given how seriously
grilling is taken here. For evidence,
look no further than almost every
balcony and backyard in Reykjavík.
Naturally, a restaurant combining
the best of local interests—seafood
and grilling—is bound to be a winning formula. Or so we thought.
Stepping into Sjávargrillið can
cause a little déjà vu. The decor
seems to be an exuberant expression of excess, from the ubiquitous Tom Dixon lights to the driftwood screens, and the antique
skis, pots, and colanders. If places
could warn you of things to come,
this would’ve been a clue.
The seafood-focussed menu
trots from beet graflax to deepfried maki to grilled pork, with
appea ra nces f rom pa st a a nd
spring rolls. But the restaurant’s
strength, as the name would have
you believe, is in its grilled seafood, and they have a variety of
tasting menus to try.
Highlights from the dinner included an elegant starter of pork
cheeks and langoustine. The cheeks
were tender thanks to the sous-vide, and despite the under-seasoned
crustacean, the creamy celeriac and

sharpness from the black radish
made for a delicious bite.
Sadly, that remained the highlight, despite the valiant efforts
of a near-perfect lamb fillet that
arrived after an agonising 45 minutes. We didn’t mind. Michael Pollan makes an eloquent argument
that the moment man learned to
cook with fire was when we distinguished ourselves from the
rest of the animal kingdom. It
gave us time to reflect on why the
restaurant served sous-vide meat
after sous-vide meat, when we’d
chosen the Grilled Taste of Iceland
tasting menu
(9600 ISK). There
must be a choir
of grill masters
that weep when
meat is sous-vide
cooked and only finished on the
grill for those perfect grill marks,
rather than for flavour. We said a
little prayer for all the lost opportunities.

that made for a nice change from
saccharine drinks. She also apologised for an insipid grilled ling,
returning it to the kitchen, and
even offering us a discount.
It is perhaps best to stick with
the lunch menu. The shellfish
soup is a pleasant—if salt y—
bisque, lightened with some dill
oil and assorted seafood. The
deep-fried plaice, while perfect
on its own, suffers the perils of
the heavy-handed kitchen again:
it is completely overshadowed
by t he remou lade a nd bea rnaise, the grease-fest taken up a
notch with the butter-fried slivers of almond-shrimp salad (?)
with capers. The idea is there—
sa lt y capers and fried fish—
but it is violently exaggerated.
Just like you and I, restaurants too need to ask themselves:
Should we adapt our initial inspirations to grow with the times?
How can menus reflect changing
sensibilities? Does the food need
a spring cleaning
of sorts, a long
with the decor?
A little burst of
acid it y here, a
smat teri ng of
crunch there, more than a fleeting kiss of flame for a crackling
shell? Perhaps, the restraint to let
the flavours shine through?
The intense blueberry sorbet
that tasted of a thousand berries
juiced into a midnight-black scoop
of happiness may hold clues to the
possibilities that Sjávargrillið
might yet have to offer.

“We said a little
prayer for all the
lost opportunities.”

Changing sensibilities
Sjávargrillið does do a stellar job
with its service and cocktails. One
waitress (whose name I regretfully
forget) recommended the Snæfellsjökull—a whisky-based cocktail

SHARE: gpv.is/sja06

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.400.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.800.kr

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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North (The Rush Is On)
Words: Mark Asch
Photos: Larissa Kyzer & Art Bicnick

The greatest luxury in Icelandic
travel: turning off the Ring Road,
pausing that inexorable vacation
countdown timer, and burning one
of your precious days discovering
the answer to the question that
forever haunts memories of every
once-in-a-lifetime trip abroad: “I
wonder what’s down that way?”
Akureyri, the northern anchor
point of most Icelandic road trips,
sits at the mouth of Eyjafjörður,
Iceland’s longest fjord. If you head
east along the Ring Road to Mývatn,
you cross Eyjafjörður and continue
partway up the eastern side before
breaking inland, and you may well
feel, looking out at the farms dotting both its banks, that the deep
blue finger of the fjord is beckoning you. In fact, the western side of
Eyjafjörður, and the jagged northern-exposed coast of the Tröllskagi
peninsula, is home to a promising
tourism infrastructure spread out
across the hour-and-a-bit it takes
to drive up from Akureyri to Siglufjörður.

Basalt shards &
sea stacks
First is Hjalteyri, a charming miniature fishing village whose skyline is dominated by an old fish
factory—even seen from above, as
you coast down the hill towards
the water, it looms like a leviathan
in weather-scarred concrete. In
summer, part of the factory is the
Verksmiðjan art space, which hosts
photo exhibitions and more in a
practically post-human hall. From
the same complex, a local tour operator, Strytan, leads experienced
divers on scuba trips to the fjord’s
underwater sea stacks. A wellmaintained hot pot rests amid the
tumble of basalt shards on the quay
next to the factory, offering views
of the largely uninhabited eastern
bank, which extends onwards, high
and indifferent, up towards the horizon, its high rocky cliff sides par-

tially covered with snow and looking like a burnt meringue.
There’s a small whale-watching company in Hauganes, and a
catch-of-the-day restaurant, open
in summer, with a deck in the
shape of a Viking longboat. From
the slightly more built-up harbour
of Árskógssandur, the island of
Hrísey is almost close enough that
you can imagine neighbors peeping
through each other’s windows from
opposite sides of the water. Árskógssandur’s main claim to fame
is Kaldi, Iceland’s first independently owned brewery—you can’t
miss it, it’s the biggest building in
town, the one with the big Kaldi
bottle wallbangers on the side.
Their tour involves a brief circuit
around the copse of silver vats—
suitable for tapping—and, on a recent day this not-quite-spring, the
preparations for a shareholder’s
meeting, seemingly to be held on
card tables and folding chairs atop
the recently mopped factory floor.
Aside from the samples at the
brewery itself, you can’t get Kaldi
in Árskógssandur, but you can in
Dalvík, at Kaffihús Bakkabræðra.
Named for three bumbling brothers of local folklore, this two-story
bar and café is finished, seemingly,
entirely in unvarnished wood; aromatic soup and fresh bread is served
on mismatched summer-cottage
crockery, and vintage cross-country
skis lean in every corner. The nearby
folk museum spotlights one of the
town’s most famous sons, Johann
Svarfdaeling, who was really very
tall. (At seven feet, seven inches, he
may have been the tallest man alive
in the mid-twentieth century.)

Arctic emptiness
Outside of Dalvík the road rises
above the fjord, up the slope of the
cliffs that line it; the view across
the water is vast, the vista crisp
and almost Arctic in its emptiness.
Ólafsfjörður comes next, after a

long one-way tunnel, with plenty
of pull-outs for when you see headlamps emerging from the murk.
The town boasts a substantial
outdoor swimming
pool, with waterslide;
next to it, a ramp juts
down, and ultimately
up again. Is that… a
ski jump? Reader, I’m
pretty sure it’s a ski
jump.
comes
Next
Héðinsfjörður: uninhabited, but easily accessible via new tunnels. In bygone days,
farmers visited their neighbors by
boat, or a hard day’s journey over

How to get there
Follow Route One to Akureyri, then
turn northwards to Siglufjörður.

Distance from
Reykjavík
438 km

the mountains, or worse, along the
wind-battered coastline. Today,
it’s profoundly still—the domain
of birds and the occasional walker,
ambling along lightly
used paths.
The climax of
all this is Siglufjörður,
home to the world’s
greatest herring museum (see issue 5,
2017), a ski slope in
winter, and a golf
course in the summer.
The centre of town is
the small “marina village,” like a very, very
miniature version of Copenhagen’s
Nyhavn, with brightly colored res-

taurants, and outdoor seating facing a decorative array of small craft
at anchor. Continue west and south
down the other side of the Tröllskagi and eventually you’ll find the
historic trade and religious centres
of Hofsos and Hólar before you hit
Skagafjörður and, eventually, rejoin
the Ring Road. But I’m afraid I can’t
say any more than that—I’ve never
been there. And yes, I do wonder
what’s down that way.

“Is that… a
ski jump?
Reader, I’m
pretty sure
it’s a ski
jump.”

Peaceful Hjalteyri

Kaffihús Bakkabræðra

SHARE & PHOTO GALLERY:
gpv.is/nor06

Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is
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ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi

Photo: טראהנייר ירעל

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Car provided by:
gocarrental.is

How to get there:
Head to Stykkishólmur, and look
out for Helgafell on your right

Holy Mountain

Hiking into the past at Helgafell
Words: Eli Petzold

Just off the road linking Stykkishólmur to the rest of Snæfellsnes,
Helgafell (“Holy Mountain”) rises
73 metres above the flat, bucolic
landscape of Þórsnes headland. Although unassuming against the
backdrop of Snæfellsnes’s rugged
spine, it stands out as the tallest
and most distinctive geological
feature on Þórsnes. Superstition
has it that visitors to the mountain can make three wishes upon
reaching its summit, provided that
they ascend in silence, and without
looking backwards. While the exact
origins of this superstition remain
murky, it seems to derive from taboos and traditions described in
the semi-historical medieval Icelandic sagas.
Eyrbyggja Saga tells us that
Þórolfur Mostrarskegg, the region’s
first settler, gave the mountain its
name when he arrived in the late
ninth century. Transfixed by the
mountain’s apparent sacredness,
he forbade anyone to even look at
it unwashed. He believed that he
and his descendants would “die
into the mountain,” a superstition
confirmed when his son Þorsteinn

drowned in Breiðafjörður: a local
shepherd saw the mountain open,
and heard Þórolfur welcoming
Þorsteinn into a jolly, boozy feast
within. Later in the saga, Þórolfur’s
great-grandson Snorri Goði, counselling a friend, suggests they hike
up Helgafell because “plans devised there are least likely to come
to nothing.” Substitute “plans” for
“wishes” and it seems that Snorri’s superstition inspired the later
tradition of wish-making on the
mountaintop.

Interpersonal
quandaries
A proper hike up Helgafell begins at
the grave of Guðrún Ósvífursdóttir,
the heroine of Laxdæla Saga, who
exchanged estates with Snorri Goði
to escape interpersonal quandaries
across Breiðafjörður. Passionate,
brash, and relentlessly independent, Guðrún is one of the most
memorable characters in the Icelandic sagas. After four unsuccessful marriages, she turned to God
in her old age and became Iceland’s

Distance from
Reykjavík
165 km

first nun. A small tombstone near
the present-day church at the foot
of Helgafell purports to mark her
grave, and according to some versions of the superstition, visitors
are only afforded their wishes if
they circle her burial before ascending the mountain.
Guðrún’s monastic inclination
seems to prefigure the eventual
founding of a monastery at Helgafell in the twelfth century. Although there are no extant remains
of the original monastery, it was a
major landholder in the region and
an important centre of medieval
learning and manuscript production; it’s thought that many manuscripts containing Icelandic sagas
were compiled and copied in the
monastery at Helgafell.
Today, there’s not much to commemorate the literary and historical significance of Helgafell—
which, in a way, makes it all the
more charming. A light fifteenminute hike brings you to the summit, where, on a clear day, you can
see the southern coast of the Westfjords across the countless islands
of Breiðafjörður. For the superstitious and dreamy, it’s an excellent
excuse for wishful thinking; for the
skeptical, it’s a pleasant hike into
Iceland’s medieval past.

SHARE & VIEW GALLERY:
gpv.is/hm06
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The Sjávarsmiðjan seaweed bath

Bath provided by: sjavarsmidjan.is
We stayed at: Miðjanes (893-7787)

How to get there:
Take Route One North, turn onto
Route 60 then Route 607

Seaweed City
The crossing from the capital region to western Iceland happens
suddenly. Past the wind-whipped
Kjalarnes coastal road that winds
north from Reykjavík, Route One
traces a path northwards through
a dramatic and rapidly evolving
landscape. Conspicuous volcano
craters start to appear, surround-

a scaffold repairing a house roof,
we don’t see another soul.

in the natural nutrients.
“When it's clear you can see the
Snæfellsjökull glacier from the
tub,” says Svanhildur. “We've had
some great responses from people
who camp here in the summer.
Next, we will get a new spa by the
seaside. We hope to start building
it next year—we're saving money,
and talking to investors.”

Green powder

Farm life

The towers, it turns out, belong to
a seaweed processing plant that
stands next to the Norður Salt fac-

ed by vast, mossy lava fields. Eventually, after a discreet turn onto
Route 60, the road ascends rapidly into the mountains, where
the earthy spring colours vanish
beneath sheets of glossy snow. To
paraphrase ‘The Wizard Of Oz’:
we’re not in Suðurland any more.
A couple of hours later, we approach our target for the day—the
tiny coastal village of Reykhólar,
population 135, located at the base
of the Westfjords. Two towering
industrial tanks appear first on
the end of the village’s peninsula,
then a church spire, like a white
scratch against the metallic blue
sea. We cruise through the town,
taking in its smallness. There’s
a diner, closed for Easter, then a
pool, and a couple of quiet residential streets laid out in a crescent shape reminiscent of a Viking
rune. Past that, some old cars rust
slowly in a run-down industrial
area that’s crisscrossed by steaming geothermal ditches. Other
than a couple of guys standing on

tory. After being harvested from
the shore, the ocean flora is dried
in massive quantities before being
reduced to a green powder that’s
mostly used in toiletries and cosmetics.
It’s also used at Sjavarsmiðjan:
a low-fi seaweed spa dreamt up by
an enterprising local named Svanhildur and her husband Tómas.
"It was 2011 when we decided to
try this,” says Svanhildur, as she
prepares us a seaweed bath back in
the town. “We have a lot of hot water here—it's used for the houses
and the swimming pool, but I was
thinking of using it for healthy
things. This house was built by my
husband’s father—we put these
two tubs here to test the idea."
We sink into the pleasantly hot
water, enveloped in the steam. The
seaweed powder gives the water
a silken feel, a distinctive ocean
aroma, and a deep green colour. A
pot of seaweed mud stands on the
side of the tub—we rub it into our
skin, which seems to rapidly drink

Feeling refreshed and invigorated,
we head down the road to Miðjanes,
a local farm that also operates a
guesthouse. The farmer, Gústaf, is
tinkering with the lighting when
we arrive, and gives us a warm
welcome, producing some strong
coffee and biscuits. He’s owned
the farm since 2003, and started
the guesthouse in 2011. “The house
was built in the 1970s,” he says.
“I’m planning on putting in some
new wooden floors, making it a bit
nicer. More people are coming to
Reykhólar every summer.”
The guesthouse has four comfortable bedrooms, and a living
room with large windows that
look out across the farm and down
to the shore. By morning, the
grey clouds have cleared—in the
pink dawn sunlight, the Snæfellsnes peninsula rears up from
Breiðafjörður, with the distinctive
peak of the Snæfellsjökull glacier
visible at its end. As I take a walk
in the brisk morning air, Gústaf
appears again, bearing a bottle
of milk. He’s been up for hours,
feeding the livestock and going
about his day. He mentions the local hiking paths that are popular
with summer tourists, who come
in increasing numbers every year.
We cruise past the town again
as we begin the return journey.
The locals are going about their
Easter weekend, usually marked
by a hike to the summit of the
nearby mountains. Despite having
been in Reykhólar for just a day,
the slow and relaxed pace of life
seems to seep into us, and we head
home feeling rested and relaxed,
taking some of the town’s enviable
peace back with us.

A trip to the Sjávarsmiðjan baths in Reykhólar
Words & Photos: John Rogers

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T

Distance from
Reykjavík
222km

SHARE & VIEW GALLERY:
gpv.is/rey06
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Island Life

Weird & Wonderful News From Around Iceland
Words: Paul Fontaine
The picturesque
peninsula of Snæfellsnes is going to
remain beautiful, as
three lighthouses
have received official
sanctuary status
from local authorities. As such, they are
not only protected
from development;
their care and
maintenance will be
continued so they
stay beautiful.

Those of us in the big city have long grown weary of the constant building of hotels. Perhaps we could take a lesson from
Stöðvarfjörður, a tiny village in Iceland’s Eastfjords. There, the local
Planning and Environmental Committee rejected the permit for a proposed hotel, officially putting the kibosh on what would have been a
40-room hotel in this picturesque village. Áfram Stöðvarfjörður!

WHALE
OF A TIME!
WHALE WATCHING WITH THE PROS
FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI
BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS

Tel: +(354) 519 5000

CLASSIC REYKJAVÍK WHALE WATCHING
Police in South Iceland have
their work cut out for them
these days. Earlier this week
they took a helicopter over the Highlands
and stopped three jeeps that were driving in
the area. The Highlands are officially closed
to the general public most of the year, and
driving into the area during the off-season
can be literally life-threatening. Readers,
take note: keep your Super Jeeps off the
Highlands unless it’s high summer.

If you want to go reindeer
hunting, you better not even try
to fool the police. A man in East
Iceland is currently facing criminal charges
for having falsified a “hunting band,” a
special numbered ribbon that hunters are to attach
to reindeer they shoot, so that authorities can keep
track of how many reindeer a hunter kills and maintain the quota. The accused apparently switched his
own hunting band for someone else’s. This is a big
no-no. Hunt accordingly to the law, people.

EL-01

Things To Do Outside Reykjavík
REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC SCHEDULE
Jan

Feb
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Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept
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Nov

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

9:00

Dec

10:00 10:00 10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00 14:00 14:00

Photo: Grapevine Archives

Photo: Debi Vort

17:00 17:00 17:00 17:00 17:00

Photo: Timothée Lambrecq

19:00
20:30* 20:30

Hike:
Eldborg

Road Trip:
Borgarfjörður

Restaurant:
Bjargarsteinn Mathús

Located at the heel of Snæfellsnes,
the peninsula north of Reykjavík, this
spatter cone crater stands 60 metres
above serrated lava fields. The medieval Icelandic “Book of Settlement”
claims it erupted when Vikings were
first anchoring their ships here in
the mid-to-late 800s, but Eldborg
is dormant, having last blown its
top around 3,000 BC. It’s a short,
steep hike to the summit that rewards you with a striking view of the
coast, and the Snæfellsjökull glacier.

Away from the crowds pouring
around Iceland’s coastline is the
quiet fjord and inland countryside
area of Borgarfjörður. Turning right
just before the Borgarnes land bridge
will take you along a trail of curiosities, including the powerful Deildartunguhver hot spring, the historical
town of Reykhólt, the impressive
Hraunfossar waterfalls, the topnotch restaurant at Hotel Húsafell,
and, eventually, all the way to the
foothills of the Langjökull glacier.

“Turn left at the small school,
drive toward the sea and look for
lights” are the directions we received to Bjargarsteinn. It’s a smalltown eatery in Grundarfjörður on
Snæfellsnes with a view that looks
out toward the famously photogenic mountain of Kirkjufell, and it’s
worth seeking out. The menu is a
mix of traditional foods (think dried
shark skewers, fish soup and skyr)
and bold twists (sweet potato muffins and blueberry thyme sauces).

* From 15 June

EXPRESS REYKJAVÍK WHALE WATCHING
EL-06

Certificate of Excellence
———— 2016 ————

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS SCHEDULE
Apr-May Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00
11:00 11:00
12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00
13:00 13:00
14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00
15:00 15:00
16:00 16:00 16:00
20:00 20:00

Classic and
Express tours
also available from
Akureyri.
See schedules on
whalewatchingakureyri.is

Season from 15 April

ICELANDIC RESTAURANT & BAR
Tasty tapas and drinks by the old harbour
Ta b l e r e s e r v a t i o n s : + 3 5 4 5 1 7 1 8 0 0 - w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

Elding Whale Watching Reykjavík . Ægisgardur 5 . Reykjavik's Old Harbour
Tel: +(354) 519 5000 . elding.is . elding@elding.is
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Squatting And
The Failure of Zoning
Words: Valur Grettisson

Ah, the wonderful year of 1919. The
Europeans were still dealing with
the devastating consequences of
the First World War, not knowing
that it was just a short pause for
the full blown psychotic breakdown of Adolf Hitler. Communism
was still brewing in Russia after
the bloody revolution of 1917. The
Bolsheviks were starting to ex-

ecute minor royals the same year
the older photo shown here was
taken, at the corner of Laugavegur
and Vatnsendastíg. At the bottom
of the picture you can see an old
sailing boat and the Mount Esja.
This street found itself in the
national news a few years later,
after the banks collapsed, when
anarchists squatted a house in the

street (the middle one to the left).
They refused to leave and had to
be overpowered by the police after a siege that lasted few hours.
This picture is also a good example of Icelanders' complete lack
of talent when it come to zoning.
For some reason Icelanders built
small houses in the middle of the
city, but tower blocks by the seaside,
so nobody can see the ocean except
the billionaires who live there.
And, just for fun, the newer
picture was taken shortly after Donald Trump was elected,
and Vladimir Putin probably executed someone the same day.
Although it was probably not a
royal. Not even a minor one.

FISH & MORE

SALKA VALKA

Photo:
Reykjavik Museum of photography

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík

Photo:
Timothée Lambrecq
MONSTER OF THE MONTH

Tröllbotnaland - Land of Giants

• Skólavör›ustígur 19 tel.: (+354) 552 1890
• Borgartún 31
tel.: (+354) 562 1890

WWW.HANDKNIT.IS

Tales tell of a country northeast
of Iceland and Greenland known as
the Land of Giants. Many have paid
dearly for attempting to explore the
land and its people, including Gorm
the Old, King of Denmark, whose
mission was hindered by heavy
rain, raging storms and other obstacles. Later, Harald Hardrada embarked on an expedition to the land
but had to deal with dangers, decep-

tions and darkness on the way before sailing his ship into a peculiar
whirlpool, or vortex. He barely escaped and never reached the habitat
of the giants. Many mocked Harald
for his failure and presumed disappointment, and because of this,
men from Norway and Friesland
mounted another expedition to
search for the Land of Giants. Their
luck was not much better, as they

endured countless unspeakable
punishments meted out by heaven, earth and sea. They also sailed
into the giant vortex, losing all
sight of the sun during the ordeal.
They finally landed on the
shore of the land and were met
with high mountains and awesome cliffs. There were no houses or constructs to be seen, but
many caves and holes had been
dug into the earth. The ground
was covered with gold and silver,
which the crewmen began collecting and taking to their ship. The
natives saw this and descended
upon them, armed with spears
and bows. The crew succeeded
in escaping, except for one man
who was left behind by accident
and promptly torn limb from limb
in the most horrific manner. It is
said that bright daylight is never
seen in this land and that a great
rumbling is constantly heard
from the sky and sea.
Gísli Oddsson, Annalium in Islandia
farrago, p. 12-13, written in 1637.
Taken from 'The Museum of Hidden
Beings' by Arngrímur Sigurðsson.
Buy the book at gpv.is/dulbk

Pre-booking required. Book online at bluelagoon.com
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Stolen Motorcycles
And The Late Night
Wooers of 10-11
Words: Gabriel Dunsmith Photo: Þórunn Anna Orradóttir

QUIRKY CULTURE
Words: Gabriel Dunsmith

Where Vikings Still Rule
Run for your halberd and prepare to
hack your way to Valhalla: the days of
Viking rule in Iceland are apparently
not over. An Icelandic high court recently handed down a ruling based on
a 13th century book of law known as
Grágás, which aimed to dole out punishment to sheep-stealers and mead-swipers. The case? An injury incurred during
a mixed martial arts (MMA) fight.
When fighter Árni Ísaksson broke
fellow fighter Lárus Óskarsson’s leg,
Lárus sued. A lower court found Árni
and the Mjölnir sports club responsible, but a high court demurred earlier
this month, according to newspaper
Morgunblaðið. Only Lárus could be
held responsible, the court found. After all, Grágás says, “If one participates
willingly and the opponent doesn’t
mean harm to him, he himself must
accept responsibility for the risk he
takes.”

Working nights as a security guard at
10-11 isn’t for the faint of heart. Iceland’s 24-hour grocery chain sees all
sorts of debauchery and turpitude once
the clock hits midnight, from drunks
slurping slushies by the shampoo
shelf to drug dealers peddling their
wares right outside the door. For former guard Þórunn Anna Orradóttir,
the supposedly quiet neighborhood of
Laugardalur was forever transformed.
“This old guy was always asking me
out for dinner,” she says. “When I told
him I didn’t want to go out with him,
he said I should be fired.”
But gentlemanly courtship was
only the beginning. Once, a particularly narcotized individual started
running in circles around the store.
When he approached the register
with an armful of energy drinks, his
mumbling was so severe that Þórunn
couldn’t understand a word. She managed to intuit he wanted cigarettes.
Another time, a cluster of men
stood around howling with laughter.
“Is everything okay?” Þórunn asked.

CITY SHOT

Pissers Beware
The tourists are at it again! Last issue,
we reported on a tourist defecating on
a farmer’s lawn. This time, Morgunblaðið reports, police near Akranes
caught four Spanish women squatting
in the parking lot of the Laxárbakki
hotel, casually taking a piss. When
they made to leave, police ordered
them back to their makeshift latrine
and told them to pick up the toilet paper they left behind, which was now
blowing about the parking lot. “Police
were not happy until all the paper had
been picked up,” the law enforcement
squad wrote on Facebook.
Photo: Art Bicnick

West-Iceland

The men passed her a beer and announced: “We’re fucked on mushrooms!”
“You got pretty used to this sort of
shit,” Þórunn says. “This one guy was
always coming by to charge this electric motorcycle. He was like, ‘Oh, can I
charge this in the store? It’s stolen, so
if the police ask, it’s not mine.’ Then he
traded it for some speed.”
One customer, after griping that
the coffee machine was broken, went
berserk when Þórunn told him he
was actually pressing the wrong button. He threw Þórunn to the floor and
started choking her friend before a
mixed martial arts fighter pinned him
to the ground.
“After that, I quit,” says Þórunn.
The excessive testosterone, violence
and open displays of physical prowess
could make 10-11 the backdrop for a
contemporary Icelandic saga, but not
necessarily one of which the nation
would be proud.

Completing the Golden Circle

Geothermal Baths - Natural Steam Baths
Local Kitchen - Geothermal Bakery
Open daily 11:00 - 22:00, extended hours summertime

A unique contact with nature - come enjoy a steam bath
on top of a hot spring and afterwards relax
in the open air geothermal baths.
Akranes
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Local Kitchen with our popular country style lunch
and dinner buffet available daily.

Flúðir

Skálholt

Experience our Geothermal Bakery, every day
at 11:30 and 14:30. Welcome!
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We‘re only one hour from Reykjavik and in the middle
of the Golden Circle, make sure to upgrade your
excursion to include a visit to us.

Geothermal Baths
TEL: +354 486 1400 • www.fontana.is
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DON'T ASK NANNA

About How To
Score Fat Chicks

DAY TOURS
WE GUIDE IN 10 L ANGUAGES!

Words: Nanna Árnadóttir
Lord Nanna, of the race of Anu,
First of all, you look so beautiful, so healthy
and smart. I’m skinny, athletic guy and i love
girls like you, i mean i don’t like thin, slender
girls but unfortunately size plus girls don’t
even look at me…
Maybe my body is the reason? For example
is this problem for you, where you boyfriend
is thinner than you? Takk dásamlegt kona.
- Substrata
Okay Substrata,
Here’s the thing, you freaked me out with the
Lord Nanna of the Race Anu spiel. If you’re walking up to sexy thick girls and making references
to Satanic Hymns right off the bat then these
women are right to be skittish. That kind of
thing may fly with the skinny girls you’ve gone
out with but us fat girls, well we’ve all seen ‘Silence of the Lambs’ and we live a life of constant
vigilance. I can’t speak for the plus girls you’ve
met but I don’t think your body is the issue. Your
body is fine, everyone’s body is fine. Don’t fall
into the trap of thinking that you have to look a
certain way to find love. You don’t have to look
a certain way, you have to act a certain way. If
you make a pass at a plus size woman and she
doesn’t want to give you the time of day, she
doesn’t have to. Plus women—any women for
that matter—don’t owe their time, attention or
affection to any person. Not even to nice guys
with a working knowledge of Satanic verses. So
if you try to make conversation with a woman
and she decides to ignore you, or maybe keep
it platonic, that’s her prerogative because she
doesn’t exist to boost your ego. I am not trying
to be cruel by saying that, that’s me being nice.
So what to do? I mean… get into a hobby that’ll
introduce you to plenty of people? If you meet
someone you like just be nice or flirt a little. If
your flirtation is reciprocated then see where
it leads and if not, let it go and don’t invest any
more emotional capital. Lastly, try not to put
too much pressure on yourself or others, if it
happens, it happens. And if it doesn’t you’ll
just spend your life single and alone, which I
think society greatly underestimates, just FYI.
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“Best company in Iceland”

DAY TOURS
FROM 8.990 ISK!

GREAT PRICES ON ALL THE BESTSELLING DAY TOURS!

GOLDEN
SOUTH COAST
CIRCLE EXPRESS & CLASSIC
RSS.is/GCE
RSS.is/SCC

ICE CAVE
CLASSIC
RSS.is/ICC

PRICE FROM
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PRICE FROM

8.990ISK

12.990ISK

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 08:30

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 09:00

28.990ISK

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 07:45

May the odds be ever in your favour,
- Nanna
WEEKLY NANNA: gpv.is/nanna

USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

Do you want to ask Nanna a question? Go ahead, but continue at your
peril. Shoot her an email on nanna.arnadottir(at)gmail.com or tweet her
using @NannaArnadottir

GLACIER WALK
& SECRET LAGOON
Departures:
Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays at 9am. Thru May 2017.

Price: 31.900 ISK
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BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW! AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7!
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